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'Governor McDonald today appoint-ed his own successor, that is on the
Cattle Sanitary Board. It is John
V.'. Hicks of Santa Rosa, a wellknown
The appointment is concattleman.
sidered a good one.
Governor McDonald has commissioned J. B. McManus to be superin-
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(By Special Leased Wiru to ?ew Mexican
Chihuahua, Mex., Feb. 2. a detachment of 100 of General Pascual Oroz-co'- s
men under Captain Roza left in
a special train for Juarez at 6 o'cTock
last evening. General Orozco with
several hundred men probably will
leave here today.
has
Telegraphic communication
been
from here to Juarez and the train service will be resumed today. The city Is quiet.
Racing to be Resumed.
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 2. At a conference hold this morning between
Colonel Matt Winu, colonel Stevers,
commander of the United States
troops, Mayor Kelly, and Senor Llor-entMexican consul, it was deemed
best to again postpone the races for
today. This plan was used on account
of the riotous trouble of Wednesday,
when the Mexican troops became unruly. There are no cars running to
Juarez, but permits are being issued
to the horsemen to go to the track to
look after their charges. Everything
is quiet in Juarez this morning and
the racing will be resumed tomorrow.
Colquitt Feels His Oats.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 2. In a message
sent to the President today, Governor
Colquitt advised the President that it
necessary he will use drastic measures
to protect citizens of El Paso from
a
of conditions that prevailed on the American side in the
buttle of Juarez. He asks the President to notify the Mexican government
not to fire across the border.
Fight Is On In Chihuahua.
El Paso. Texas, Feb. 2. Mexican
Consul Llorente in El Paso admits
that there is fighting in Chihuahua.
He says part of the garrison is in
rebellion and that the loyal troops
are attempting to subdue the mutiConsul Llorente's advice is
neers.
from acting governor Gonzales, from
Private advices reachChihuahua.
ing here at noon state that there is
fighting around the' penitentiary ir.
Chihuahua.
Gomez Mixed Up in Revolution.
Mexico City, Feb. 2. Foreign Minister Manuel Calero said today that it
would not surprise him if it were
proved that Emiliano Vasquez Gomez,
former minister of the Interior, who
is named for Provisional Prescient of
the Mexican Republic, in a proclama
tion circulated yesterday among the
troops of the Juarez garrison, was
concerned in the revolt at Juarez in
The foreign
the Zapata rebellion.
minister was, however, inclined to
take the other view, crediting Gomez
with greater wisdom than to join in
such movements.
El Paso Asks for Assistance.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 2. "My ad
vices," says Governor Colquitt in his
message to the President, "indicate
serious disturbances at Juarez, oppo
site El Paso, l have disbanded the extra ranger force as per your sugges
tion. I ask that you give directions to
the War Department to protect the
citizens of Texas from the firing
of Mexican bandits across the border.
"I ask that you give notice fo the
mutineers and Mexican government
that they must not shoot into El Paso
as they did at the last battle of

(By Special Leased Wire to i'ew Mexican)
Trinidad Colo., Feb. 2. Mystery
surrounds the disappearance of Felix
Martinez, a ranchman of GtJrnare, 45
miles northwest of here, whose horse
was found late yesterday. A bloody
saddle from which dangled flie frayed ends of ropes indicated the man
had been murdered, the corpse tied to
the saddle and the horse turned
loose. Blood stains on the horse's
legs indicate that the animal had
kicked loose from the burden. Martinez had been missing from his home
for ten days, and the horse was founu
by a searching party. He is said fo
have had trouble recently with his
neighbors over live stock.
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"If the woman suffrage movement, tli t all of our public domain should
more time at his disposal to pass up
A mob of about 150 men assaulted
"Oh no," said Mr. Berger, "but I
BIG CHICAGO BUILDING. were to be judged only by those ad- be classified and that each class be
on a number of matters of importance
the penitentiary here at 6 o'clock this knew I would have no chance, if I
vocates of it who discredit themselves disposed of or administered in the
still pending, such as the appointment
morning. They were repulsed after asked to have a foreign socialist to Special Agents of Department of Jus- and their sex. by disorderly antics in manner most appropriate to that par01 an adiutant general and a. closer
two hours hard fighting by the gua;' speak to the House."
tice Investigating Myspublic and who assail the foundations ticular class.
personal supervision of such institu
Mr. Berger withdrew his objection.
under Captain Salgado, who were reof private and public
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morality
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previous
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Gomez Willing to Accept.
Chicago, i.i., Feb. 2. Special ag- lower the sense of moral dutv in messages and communications to Con- laws, urging peace officers and disere
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 2. "If its investigation of second class pos- ents of the eDpartment.of Justice
trict attorneys to exercise the greatest
women, I should certainly oppose thejgiess, is (hat by which Government
in tal rates was laid before
zest in hunting down criminals, unthere is a successful revolution
President investigating the fire which destroyed movement. But I do not believe; coal land and phosphate and other
northern Mexico, and I am called to Taft today by Associate
Justice the Open Board of Trade building here these undesirable apostles are in any mineral lands containing
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The contents
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COMPLETED
YEAR.
FOURTH
EXAMPLE SANTA FE
Joplin.
The same difficulty does not
dition.
with his followers at Moris, in the the water supply.
gel, Elizabethtown.
SHOULD FOLLOW.
The attacking mob is reported to
limiwiar In thp saino Ytrnr in thp ATnf- southern part of the state, where he
Incorporations.
.
Murderer of Stanford White Is to (By Special Lease Wire to New Mexican) j anuRka coa , neklshave been composed of discharged
Th Bering
Washington, D. C, Feb. 1 .Vice
The Gallup Oil and Development and his followers had revolted while rural guards. A detachment of 100 Los Angeles Takes In Suburbs and
Make Another Effort to Regain
al fields are only 2o miles from
whitG! y
the
Sherman
at
His
Company, First National Bank Build- stationed at the Dolores mines.
in
in
Size
Becomes Fifth City
rural guards is protecting the state
Liberty,
i ney are wiinin easy insHouse today added his comment to tne coasi.
According to reports received by
ing, this morning Hied papers of inUnited States.
tance of an existing railroad built by
palace.
an
of
Interior
who
the
leaders
that
other
state
with
the
Republican
Department,
attempt
"Wire
corporato New Mexican)
corporation
Gomez Will Not Fight.
tBy Special Leasee" Wire fo New Mexican) (Bv Special Leaped
the
interests, and
Fishkill Landing, N. Y., Feb., 2. believe President Taft will be
tion commission. The capital stock also was made to release Juan Alator-rLos Angeles, Calif., Feb. 2. Los AnFeb. 2.San Antonio, Texas,
also be reached through Controlmay
tour.
and Antonio Rojas, a few weeks understand the revolutionists endorse geles started a new chapter in her
la given as $100,000 divided into the
Harry K. Thaw has now completed
ler Bay by the construction of other
s
same number of shares worth $1.00 ago, who had led a band of insurrec- the plan of Tacubaya which declared civic life today with 121
Folk's Boom to be Launched.
square four years incarceration at the
and competing railroads.
individed
in
is
of
favor
tionists
Emilio
share.
The
stock
for
criminal
teawan
An
the
Vasquez
election
of
held
hospital
per
V.
2. Joseph
for me as President of Mexico. I will
territory.
Mo., Feb.
Joplin,
Controller Bay is not a good harbor
subscribGomez.
twenty-fivaftbetween
to
was
which
sentenced
he
equally
not lead an armed force, for I am yesterday resulted in the annexation sane,
Folk, former Governor of Missouri, but could probably be made practical
Mendo-za,
was
of
mob
led
the company
The
ers. The directors
by Captain
a man of ideals and not a man of ol twelve small hamlets, bringing her er the second jury which tried him for wii! launch his candidacy for the with the expenditure of considerable
who formerly was a captain of the arms," continued Goez
are: C. S. Black well, J. F. Briscoe,
but I will total area to this amount and making the murder of Stanford White, found Democratic nomination for President money. The railroad of the
s
C. E. Longridge, Edward Clark,
rural guard, but lately was discharged accept the Presidency if It offered her the fifth city, territorially in tne him insane. Reports continue to be here tonight. The former governor
Interests, running from
Winders, Patrick Maloney, Ralph from the service bs General Pasqual e.
Senor Gomez denied tnat ne naa United States. The extreme direct dis - circulated here that he will soon make will speak before a Folk mass meeting Ccrdova, could be made a coal carry- Orozco.
In Mexico or trlct within the city limits now is another attempt to gain his freedom and depart immediately on a speakincited any rebellion
Continued on Page Four.
At half past eleven this morning no would participate In an uprising."
thirty-twmiles.
ing tuor.
through habeas corpus proceedings.
(Continued on Page Six.)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

the

Always the Leader

"Solfaire" Goods.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

X. SI.

LEAD STATE
DISCONTENT.
Let me do something perfect before

death;

Some least of things, so it be whole,
and free
From any faltering touch; that none
may see
One faintest flaw; that not one lightest breath
May dim the grace my sure hand
fashioneth.
I know there is not any strength in
me
To vork this deed; oh, may Thy
power be
Fulfilled in weakness, as Thy scripture saith!

The rush and roar of deadly
modern life is everywhere.

Your nerves are weak
and worn, they are

overtaxed, strained

half accomplishment,
Of deeds that are no deeds, of victories
Uncrowned by triumph; stranger to
My soul is sick of

I
WITH

ALL

CO

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

Southern Corner Plaza,
PURCHASES.
CASH

WHOLESALE

AND

Sole Agent
ALFALFA SEED.

For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

to the breaking point.
Strengthen them,
build them, vitalize
them with a Food'

content

in me some excel-

Until Thou work
lence,
That my heart may have Test ere I
go hence;
Blind voyager across the bitter seas.
Edmund Barss, in Atlantic.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

2, 1912.

AROUND THE STATE
Broke His Parole.
Fernandez Garcia, under suspended
sentence at Albuquerque for assault
with a deadly weapon, broke his pa
role and must now serve his sentence.
Held for Cattle Stealing.
Florencio Aragon was held under
$1,000 bond for the grand jury at Las
Vegas on the charge of stealing three
head of beef cattle from Bacharach
brothers, and selling the cattle for

1

Tonic,

VL2P

Scott's

llF? Emulsion
I I'll
is

one of the oldest, purest
n
of
and
FOOD -- TONICS.

WE HAVE BEEN HAMMER NG AWAY A LONG TIME TRYING
TO DRIVE ONE THOUGHT INTO THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE
OF THE COMMUNITY THAT WE WILL NOT SELL HARDWARE
TO ANYONE AT ANY PRICE THAT WE DO NOT KNOW TO BE
GOOD.
WE HAVE SUCCEEDED DOING BUSINESS THIS WAY, AND
WE ARE NOT GOING TO CHANGE OUR SYSTEM.

best-know-

Phone

ALL DRUGGISTS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s
14.

If Its

Hardware We Have

It.

Pnone 14

45

means
"RESTITUTION DEMANDED"
paying your debts. That
SUBJECT LAST EVENING. means restoring that which had been
Suit for Divorce,
unlawfully appropriated. That means
In the aistrict court at Albuquerque,
This Little Gasoline Engine Will Pump 100 Gallons
"You Must Pay Your Debts and Get restitution.
Reginald H. McKenzie, formerly of
of Water Against 10O ft. Head- re
"And in the final place, they
Right With Your Fellow
Santa Fe, asks for divorce from his
X
'
.....
a
n. a
fruitful
Men."
consistent,
obedient,
quire
j mc cum.J. If
n juu
uon iconsiucr
wife, Adele J. McKenzie. He alleges
to
not
life.
It
is
you
start;
enough
abandonment.
Three children born
Gasoline
have work forla
Engine
Thedemand for restitution is one must live your faith every day. It is
to the union ere dead.
The price will
see us abouf.it.
that is not often heard in these days. not enough to be interested in your
et it is a truth just the same. Last own salvation; you are to be interestbe surprisingly low. If you have
Alleged Mail Robber Caught.
swell. It is not enough
A decoy mail sack resulted in the night at the evangelistic services in ed in others a
a secondhand gasoline engine you
arrest of W. T. Johnston, 35, an elec- the Presbyterian church, the preach to feed on the fruit, you must bear
don't
need, let us know.
is only
er gave no uncertain sound in that fruit as well. And it
trician, et Denver by postofflce inNow on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
man
woman
and
he
who
as
or
the
the
on
the
really
spoke
regard
subject
one
to
be
spectors who declare him
GORMLEY'S GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORE, SANTA FE.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS of the greatest
robbers "Who shall enter heaven?" He voiced sincerely does the Father's will who
enthe
of
can
be
assured
a
nabundant
following thoughts:
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
of federal mails in the history of the
"Eevery man makes his mistakes. trance Into the kingdom of heaven."
postofflce department.
N
At the close of the service, Mrs.
"Every man makes his mistakes,
to the moment and may Allen McCord sang the beautiful old
that
Bride
pertain
Attempts
for
Trade.
Place
are ordering in car-loHoliday
your
shipments
bo
rectified.
Other song. "A sinner and his song." Toimmediately
Suicide.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
That her child might not be born mistakes are for life as for example night the male quartet will sing anu
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
in a loveless home and that her hus af alse step that leaves its scar or the sermon will be on the subject 'A
and Arizona purchasers.
band might be free to choose another the wrong profession with its galling theme of primary importance to every-one.- '
a effects. Yet these are small in com: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
:
i
helpmate, Mrs. June Anticevich,
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
bride of less than a year attempted parison to the mistake made in re
suicide at Denver.
She took poison. ference to eternity,
PROMINENT COTTON BROKER
Established 1900
I
&
then turned on the gas.
COMMITS SUICIDE
"Jesus
Christ, th
teacher,
great
Albuqurque, New Mexico
L1NDEMANN CO.
tells us that it is possible for a man
to discover such mistakes at His (By Special Leased Wre to New Mexican)
Playing Child Run Over.
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
After running down one of a party judgment bar. For "not every one
New Orleans, La., Feb. 2. Imme
of children playing in the street and that saith unto me Lord, Lord shall diately after the announcement on the Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.! Leave orders
taking the unconscious form in his enter the kingdom of heaven; but he floor ot the New Orleans Cotton exKAUNE
CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
auto to St. Luke's hospital, at Den- that doeth the will of my father who change at noon today, that Charles D.
of
of
the
Cotton
arid
member
BrokerB.
the
W.
heaven"
shall
Barr, manager
is in
ver,
say Finley,
"many
Salzer Lumber Company, collapsed at to me in that day, Lord, Lord have age firm of Finley & Simpson, had
his home.
For several hours he was we not prophesied in thy name, and committed suicide, news of the failThe child is in they name cast out devils, and In ure of the firm was given out.
in a pitiable condition.
This is the second failure in two
still unconscious at St. Luke's, in- thy name done many wonderful
jured internally by a blow on the works? Then will I profess unto them, days among the membership of the
head.
Capital City Bank Bldg.
I never knew you, depart from me, Exchange, both of which are generally
attributed to the sensational rise in
ye workers of iniquity."
Room 26.
Drunkenness Causes Fatal Auto Acci"You will note that Jesus has noth the prices of futures.
dent.
ing to say here about the publican.
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
An inquest was held at Grand Junc- Were I to ask you who would not en
secmore
in
is
Catarrh
this
There
Edof
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
tion, Colorado, over the body
ter heaven, you would probably an- tion of the country than all other disPolicies at Lowest Rates.
gar Hartnett, killed in an automobile swer, "such as are represented by the eases
last
and
until
the
put together,
Milo Brown
accident near Clifton.
publican, the lewd and profane, and few years was supposed to be incurNear Union DepotJ
who had a shoulder broken in the ac ccvetous. "Christ refers to other
333 HICKOX STREET,
able. For a great many years doctors
cident, and George Coltrin, who drove classes here. He has to do with pro
it a local disease and prePHONE, RED 100.
the machine, were both witnesses. fessors of religion. He says
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orthat pronounced
Both admitted that they had taken there are prophets and preachers who scribed local remedies, and by conchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
a drink of whisky in Grand Junction shall not enter tlffe kingdom of hea- stantly failing to fure with local
Or, Phone No. Red 76
and that after reaching Palisade they ven. There was Balaam and a Ju- treatment, pronounced it incurable.
For Full Information Call,
Science has proven catarrh to be a
con das and now
were all arrested for disorderly
we
are
familiar
today
duct and were released on paying $5 with others who have preached ever constitutional disease an' therefore
treatment.
Neither could so eloquently and powerful and yet requires constitutional
to Marshal Donovan.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
remember what happened after leav are among the lost.
Coltrin said he did not
ing Palisade.
"Here are physicians of body and F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
know his companions were missing soul who cast out demons themselves the only constitutional cure on the
until he reached the garage in Grand yet cast none out of their own hearts. market. It is taken internally in
AND RETAIL
Junction and Browin did not even They may have taught children the doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
TO
know he had been injured until he way to go; they may have been soul It acts directly on the blood and muRATON
was restored to consciousness.
winners themselves, and yet lost their cous surfaces of the system. They of
YANKEE
fer one hundred dollars for any case
own soul.
CERRILL08
to
cure.
it
Send
fails
for
circulars
and
Here
are
others
philanthropists
MfiflPV an ,nconvenience by Purchasing Weils
and
testimonials.
who actively engaged in the work
iUUllCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
of
of the church, in the building
Palace.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Noah's ark, who expended their time ledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
L. C. May, New York City.
and talent for its advancement. They
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot,
Takes Hall's Family Pills for con
Clarence Johnson, Denver.
have done wonderful works but their
85
MexiCO
U
B. B. Briand, Tesuque.
'"countries
works shall be burnt up. Now Christ stipation.
Tbroajblut
Telephone 85
Telephone
S., CflflSdS,
Alex Bush, Pueblo.
says that these are professing follow
ers of his who will come forward and
F. R. Yearwood, Melrose.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
make these claims and thus expect to MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
F. D. Fields, Roswell.
R. V. Winchester, Albuquerque.
gain an entrance into the kingdom
FOR GOVERNMENT POSITIONS.
of heaven. For they cry
j
"Lord,
W. M. Woody, Ulenwood.
Free booklet tells about 363,000
C. J. Roberts, City.
Lord," continually.
positions in U.S. Civil SerD.
'His verdict is a striking one, "de protected
Frank W. Parker, City.
More than 40,000
vice.
vacancies
of
from
workers
me,
ye
H. P. Bardshar, City.
part
iniquity. every year, lifetime
employment
I
knew
never
A. Mennet, Las Vegas.
you." Why? Because Easy to get. Just ask for examlna
they had not prayed for their own tlon booklet
C. J. Dean, El Paso.
Niw Mexico Civil Ser
r
souls, because they had not cast the vice School,
M. H. Melrose, Aurora, 111.
Albuquerque, N. M, Box
of
out
own
devil
and
hearts
their
C. W. Landsreed, Albert Lea, Minn.
46Z
in
Alice Hemenway, Colorado Springs. woTked out their own salvation
because
Successor to
they had
fear, and trembling,
Mrs. A. Johnson, Racine, Wis.
made a good appearance only to men
F. H. McGee, Chicago.
of
End were not right in the sight
J. J. Burke, Lamar, Colo.
of
in
1
God.
have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
Montezuma,
as
hereafter
an
be
will
known
"Who
then
and
the
may logically expect
place
equipment
S. F. Schell, Denver.
entrance into heaven? Christ answers,
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
M. W. Potsch, St. Joseph.
CARPENTERS!
"Those that do my Father's will.'
best service to the public and will keep the business
M. R. Treford, Dallas.
first-claAnd that Father at the baptism and
line
J. H. Saul, Rochester.
open at all times day and night, with
AND CABINET MAKERS.
at the transfiguration expressed his
of livety rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
C. E. Dolsberry, Kansas City, Mo.,
desire that men should listen to the
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
O. E. Bailey, Chicago.
message that comes from Him to FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Ion fiasiar Rvtniii
Yours for Business
J. R. CREATH.
P. L. Rapkoch, Willard.
them. "For this isi my beloved Ton
139.
Main
Phone
Santa Fe. N. M.
130 San Francisco St.
J. W. Chaves, Willard.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
In whom I am well pleased. Hear ye
W. B. Webster, Monte "Vista.
Him." Doing the will of the Father
H. W. Dye, Denver.
then means listening to the messages All Work Guaranteed
Phone, Red 115
J. B. McManus, Albuquerque.
ot His only begotten son who came
FOR
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
W. S. Watson, Denver.
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
to give us life and that above the
W. H. Lewis, New York City.
ordinary. The Father and the Son
Prom
LAUNDRY.
AND
H. W. Moses and Mrs. Moses, Den- desire sincere
repentance on the part
tM glad to call tor
will
we
Phone
NIGHT
DAY
AND
us,
OPEN
TAOS
BARRANCA
ver.
For Best Laundry Work
of every one; for the sacrifices of
'
your laundry on Mondays and TuesH. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
God are a broken Spirit, a broken and
North South
La Salle
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both
Coronado.
contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not
Trains.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Fridays.
Bounds
Ed Kooken, Estancia.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
despise.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
J. A. Rohner, Espanola.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
"They request the open confession
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
are mended and buttons sewed en
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
shall
of allegiance. For whosoever
north bound train and arrives at
the
extra
without
charge.
M. C. de Baca.
confess with the mouth the Lord Je- Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store. your shirts
at 7 p. m.
Taos
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Alfred Herrere, Denver.
sus and shalt believe In their heart Regular Meals 25 cents.
miles shorter than any other
Ten
50c.
O
and
for
Mrs.
F.
Rooms
25c
Rent
Brown, Agent.
rK?rSUVn,lDg'lsATISFACTION
that God hath raised Him from the
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Good covered- hacks and good
way.
All
Hoars.
Short Orders at
on
IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
dead, shall be saved."
Phone Red No. 23.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
Phone, Red No. 2 PILES CURED
GUAR ANTEED
Your druggist will refund money If
"They require the straightening up
and Brass
furnished commerc 1 men to take In
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any of accounts between man and man.
the
ad.
surrounding towns. Wire Embude
It
PAUL
LACASSAUNE' Try a New Mexican want ad. Ii case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or That means making things right with French Noodle Order 20c a aUut.
Try a New Mexican want
Station.
E8o
results.
New
Yerk
Suey
Chop
brings
205 San Francisco Street.
result.
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50a those who have been wronged. That
$48.

LEO HERSCH

Phone Black

45

Better Farming in New Mexico.

Phone Black

45

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

single-hande-

LEARN ARDLI DEM AN N COMPANY

Broken-Hearte-

ad

d

Why Import Mineral Water

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

FUttNARh

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

at

l&

--

R.

?

COAL YARD

FRANK M. JONES,

DAWSON COAL

"The Quality Coal."

REAL ESTATE

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

oal

All Parts of The World

Screened

Hotel Arrivals.

Save

j

j

J.

WHOLESALE

Wood

Lump

LIVERY STABLE

BARNES, Agent.

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

THE STAR BARN

Call up

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

J. P. Steed

& Son

'Phone 9

When Meed Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

ss

CHAS. CLOSSON

,

WOODY'S HACK LINE

Imperial Laundry

SIGN

HUBB'S

TO

Restaurant

PAINTING
P.

brings

1
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WE DO WHAT WE ADVERTISE
i

4

Enormous

i

0 ft 9

Reduction

Regular Price.

OFFER

hirlwind of Values in
ill ren
Men's, Worn en's afli

Ml

We Are Now Making

jmw

Cannot bein adequately
this space and
must be seen to be appreciated
E ARE HERETO STAY
and MUST KEEP BUSY
In order to fill in the slack

a

EVERY PRICE A SI NSA T O
SCATTERED

TO

THE

WINDS

This means you can
get our regular $35
$40 suits at ONLY

X

if;

Sale Price

Pairs

of Men's

200

'"1

I'

WEEK ONLY

than

m

latest patterns and colors and the
:
newest weaves and fabrics. :

size larger

Every pair
worth over
Yours for Spot

$3.50.

BOYS' HIGH TOP
SHOES.
Just the thing for
made

wear,

f

rough
from the

very best of material.
Regular values from

'47

$2.75 to $3.50.

Cash at

Sale

Price

$1.95

$1.50

01

will duplicate it for

$1.35 A PAIR.

for Men, all styles
and all leathers,
Pat. Colt, Gun
Metal in lace or

TWENTY DOLLARS
oo

K

A

$3.15

To Select Your Material

GUN METAL

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER SUITS

BUTTON

W
we will make up the material
cheaper, as we are not so bus.

Your

mow

Choice

$3.15

Boys'

;

es.

fit
far-

-

'J

Your choice,

V.

jj

fbJi

We want them to
get together a t
our store.

metal.

J Jm)

Button with the
new nob toe always
sold for $3.00 wilt
extension soles.

Sensational Price

Boys

Pat Leather

Gun metal button
& Blucher wide H
extension soles X
broad toe and flat
heels reg $2.25 Ui
values. Sizes from
8 to 1
1

$2.15

SPECIAL PRICES FOR ONE

WEK

Don't You think!

ONLY

j

BEGINNING FEBRUARY FIRST

Our Regular $40.00 and $45.00 Suits for

75

00

00

Latest Pattern Plates

'(apita! Tailor C
SYUFY & YOUNG.
SANTA

FE, NEW

1

,

MEXICO

C

You can find them

here at a cheap price
in Vice Kid and Gun
Metal value to $5.00

for Cash

I

II

best?

Yours

for your inspection. Our Fabrics are the
Very Swellest Creations.

EAST SIDE PLAZA

it pays to buy the

j

Your
Choice

1-

-2

$3.50

The Pleasure

ts

r

r

$1.45 pi
O

Ts

W

r

Their Wearer

we can give it more attention

than during the rush season.

X
O

Boys Shoes and

50 pair left in Pat

Kid and Gun

n

$1.75

$2.15

k--p

Shoes

made from the very
of material
best
f
Regular values from
$2.75 to $3.50. Sale
Price,

Woman Shoes
I

School

pa

for ROUGH WEAR

.35
i

O

Just the thing

regularly for $2.25.
Broken lots and siz-

Shoes for Men the

Season latest styles
Rig $3.50 and $4.00
while they last.

-

laree assortment

of fine shoes Vici
Kid with heavy or
Sold
light soles.

Values
up to $4.50. Spot
Cash,

NOW LADIES,

n

--

button.

IS THE TIME,

r

m
cn

$1.75

SHOES,

AND OTHER MAKES

X

r

LADIES'

FORBUSH

a $45
any sample
ring
or $50 suit or overcoat and

r

.50

Pair of Misses Shoes in Gun Metal Vici Kid, ail lace. Regular
values up to $2.50. Sizes run from 11 up to 2. Sale Price,

Make your selections at once. We
Are ready to received you with the

J8

No

5.

formerly

Kid, Vici

Metal, Button

or Lace.

$2.45

COME IN AND LOOK US OVER.

Pat.

or Gun

to $5.00 a pair; some
Vici, some Pat., some
Gun Metal. If we have
your size take them at

Fine

Pair Ladies'

Shoes,

Shoes, broken lines, all
sizes, former!' worth up

FOR ONE

Mm

m

WANT

YOU

THEM?

SHOES CHEAP

X
O

65c. Choice for $1.20 For Cash, $1.55.
DO

CHEAP SHOES!
BUT GOOD
100

in store during
Wetrousers
sale foronly
reduction
this

n

!

1

THESE ARE NOT

par

SHOES

CHILDREN'S

IN

O

50 pair of Babies' Lot No. 2- - 100 pairs Lot. No. 3Patent Lot No. 4 Chil-dren'- s
Vici Button
of children's shoes
Soft Sole Shoes,
Button, heavy,
extra
or
8
to
in
5
black
Lace,
extension
size
wide
all colors and siz
fine
or
soles
flat
or
and
button
low,
tan,
es. Regular price
quality lvalto $2;. -- AM
ues
sold
lace.
$1.25
up
Reg.
75c.
heels; always
50c and
for $1.75. Sizes sizes up to 1 32.
and $1.50.
Yours, for Cash,
5 to 8.

20c. a Pair.

st

CO

pi

Better Values For Less.
PROFITS

for

will make up any pair of

oes!

sss

iff

Season we will make up any
Suit or Overcoat in the house

B we

O

2

wiiiTiniiniiTiifiiwti

I

in

lloisery for Less

Possessing anew
Pair of sty i s h
Shoes

extra heavy ribbed Hose
Large size Reg 35c. Sale price
2 puir for 25c.
Childrens medium heavy
Ribbed Rejr20c. Sale lOcaPair.
Hoy

1

100

pair

of

Tan

s

Gun Metal and Pat
button or lace welt
sewed soles all this
seasons styles Reg
$3.50 and $4.00
Yours for Cash

$2.65

Pi

Mens Wool Hose fancy stripe
R2 Price 55c. Sale price 20 a

Pair.
Ladies Fancy Hose light
weiRh Reg 35c. Sale price 20c a
Pair.

JOHN PFLUBG
ii

n
X

o
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ON BALD HEADS

One.)

People May Get a New
Regular Labor Organization at ManChance in Life.
Rymers, Peter Kitchen and G. V.
chester,
England, Will Not
In these days when youth is the
Burgess, all of Gallup.
Recognize It
moving factor in business, when a
State Corporation Commission.
hugh H. Williams, chairman of ,By Ppeclai Leasrn Wrr to N'w Mexican) man makes his mark at thirty-fiv-,
the
state corporation commission,
Manchester, Eng., Feb. 2. The un and is ready to retire at forty-fiveEntered as Secoad Class Matt er at ti.8 Santa Be Vostotf.ce.
the
and George W. Armijo, clerk of the remitting warfare which is being when business houses pension
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
waged by the weavers against non- man we call "middle aged" rather
Daily, tlx months, by mail... .$2.50 commission, will leave the city
for a two week's visit to the unionists has caused the authorities than allow his lagging influence to
.25
Dally, pev week, by carrier
. 1.00
"
WeeUy BlX moatUt
capitals of Kansas and Oklahoma. to draft a large body of extra police intrude upon the commercial rush, a
Dally, per asontb. by carritr... .75
. 2.00 The object of the journey is to gather into the city from various parts of laid head is almost fatal to any man's
65 Weekly, rer year
Dally, per month, by mail
. .50 data relative to the conduct and Lancashire for the protection of the hopes. The following must therefore
7.01 Weekly, per quarter
aiy, per jear, by mail
memous ot tne public service com workers who do not belong to the prove interesting to people who are
missions of the two states. The Kan-- ' union. The trades unionists also re- losing their hair and who are bald.
FE
SANTA
OFFICIAL PAPER GF
COUNTY.
Resorcin is one of the latest and
as siate public utilities commission fuse to recognize the Roman Catholic
It Is sent to is considered to be one of the best weavers who have organized a uion most effective germ killers discovered
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico.
rsry postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation examples of what a commission of of their own. Rioting has occurred in by science, and in connection with
this character can accomplish.
several localities, and another gen- Beta Napthol, which is both germicU
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
eral strike of the cotton operatives is dal and antiseptic, a combination is
Efforts to Locate Buchanan,
formed which destroys the germs
The state authorities are making threatened on February 5.
which rob the hair of its nutriment,
efforts to locate W. F. Buchanan, the
and also creates a clean and healthy
Tucumeari banker, who left New Mex- Mcdonald SUES FOR
cendition of the scalp, which prevents
ico for California after selling his in
ABSOLUTE DIVORCE
the development of new germs.
PUBLIC OPINION. streets, creating boulevards from city terest in the International Bank of
ENLIGHTENED
of
Pilocarpin is a
agent
both
mit
to
banks
't
along
of
President
Commerce at Tucumeari, of whicTi he His Wife, Daughter of Congressman
The significant part
for
i ".he
shortso
still
are
restoring the hair to its natural
people
river,
an
was president, to A. E. Cater, who sucTaft's message today suggestin;
Edwards, Starts Counter Suit
color, where the loss of color has
to investi-- l sighted as not to realize that these ceeded as president. The bank, toin New York.
international conference
teen due to a disease of the scalp.
are bound to come but
na-improvements
of
a
and
cost
the
living
with
a
small
high
branch establishgate
gether
is not a coloring matter or
tional inquirv into the conditions of t'aat 'vlth each day's delay they will ment in Quay county, closed their (Br Special leased Wire New Mexican l Yet, it
fce much costlier
a far greater
dye.
and
2.
New
Feb.
N.
Y.,
York,
fact
in
these.
not
the
that
lies
Papers This combination of
labor,
doors soon after Buchanan left, and
curatives mixiwn matters are of such urgency and uuiuen upon me tax paers.
are now in charge of Bank Kxaminer were filed in the Supreme Court to- ed with alcohol as a stimulant perdiin
an
absolute
the suit for
day
John Joerns.
uniqueness as to call forth a PresiSince the
vorce which Charles P. McDonald the fects a most effective remedy for hair
dential message, as is the plea for enLas
Vegas Hospital incorporates
organ, the Roswell Morning
wealthy Chicago packer and member and scalp troubles.
The peo
lightened nublic opinion.
The famous Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
Las
The
issued
from
News
is
the
ot
Vegas
shop
the firm of Armour & Co., is bring
being
Hospital
yesterday
by
aroused
universally
ple at last
is
filed
chiefly composed of Resorcin, Beta
of
with
of
the
Roswel
the
papers
the
to'
his
Mrs.
Anne
incorporation
wife,
ing against
Register Tribune,
press and publicity have begun
and Pilocarpin.
It helps to
caNapthol
state
No
commission.
Will
Robinson
of
Con
of
Edwards
editor
corporation
the latter,
McDonald, daughter
think for themselves, but as is the
nourish
case with all persons beginning to; manifests signs of political aberration pital stock is issued as the organiza- gressman Edwards of Michigan. Mrs. make the scalp healthy, to follicles.
tion expects to be supported as cha- MacDonald has started a counter-sui- the hair, to stimulate the
his
re
that
friends,
on
many
world
old;
alarming
first
they
light
think,
Where the head is already bare, it
ritable institution. The officers of
against her husband.
generalities and imagine they have Not only has he become one of those the
enters the follicles,
revitalizes the
N.
are:
Lizzie
are
corporation
names
who
of
No
are
made new discoveries. For instance,!
furiously
attacking Judge
president; Martha C. Raynolds, given by either Mrs. MacDonald or roots, supplies nourishment and stima favorite writer on Socialism, John1 Pope, but he has also come out
vice president; Margaret Ryan her husband nor are any dates given ulates a new growth.
Spargo, in his work on "The Common against President Taft. It is one of the first
We want you to try a few bottles
Sense of Socialism," begins his chap-- ; beauties of serving in the Tanks of second vice president; Alice R. Long, of the alleged acts of infidelity.
o:' Rexall "93" Hair Tonic, on our
ter on "the two classes in the nation" the Republican party, that individual third vice president; Nellie I. Schir-mer- ,
personal guarantee that the trial will
corresponding secretary; Lucy LINER ALLEGHANY COLLIDES
with a misleading statement.
opinion is permitted to roam over an
not cost you a penny if it' does not
A.
Susan
Shank,
secretary,
recording
WITH STEAMER POMARON.
He says. "In this and every other extensive latitude without tainting B.
give you absolute satisfaction. That's
Iden, treasurer.
twol one's standing in the party rank, but
civilized country there are
of our faith in this remedy, and
The Murder at Roy.
Hold of Former Was Damaged
and proof
classes.
There are, as it were, two! surely, Robinson has. for the time be- it should indisputably demonstrate
sense
his
of
keen
A man named Vigil, who had been
Vessel Has to Return to New
nations in every nation, two cities in ing lost
justice when
that we know what we are talking
There is a class that! he concentrates his fire on two of the missing from Roy, eastern Mora coun-ty- ,
York for Repairs.
every eitv.
about when we say that Rexall "93"
lives in luxury and a class that lives worthiest men in the
for two days was discovered in a
Republican
Hair Tonic will grow ,hair on bald
A class constantly en- party and permits so many rogues to well. He had been killed with a rifle (By Specfat Leased Wrre to New Mexican)
in poverty.
heads, except, of course, where bald2
A
N.
Feo.
New
wireless
Y.,
unscathed.
York,
and his body had been thrown into'
gaged in producing weatlh, but owning pass
ness has been of such long duration
received
here today says that that the roots of the hair are
little or none of the wealth produced,
the well. Such was the telephone dispatch
and a class that enjoys most of the
President Taft today in a special message received today at the Capitol. the Hamburg American liner Alle- dead, the follicles closed and entirely
grown
wealth without the trouble and pain of message advocates the commission District Attorney C. W. G. Ward of gheny, which left port yesterday for over, and the scalp is glazed.
was
Au
are
form
of
it.
for
Port
It
Alaska.
There
etc.,
two
Prince,
government
producing
great
Las Vegas is vigorously pushing the Managua,
our
Remember, we are
"the shearers
and the is merely a step from governing large investigation and one suspect is al iu collision today with the British statements upon what basing
classes,
has already
shorn' all the workers are shorn and municipalities to governing a territory readv under arrest. Mounted Police-an- steamship Pomaron, in "latitude 37.48 been accomplished by the use of
robbed."
eventually governing a state and man Alex. Street has been dispatched longitude 74.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic, and we have
The Allegheny's hold number 3 was the
It is upon this kind of rot, circula- the nation in that manner. One gasps, from Tucumcari to the scene of tne
right to assume that what it has
when
the
orhowever,
considering
ted in pamphlets and newspaper
damaged and the vessel will return done to hundreds of others it will
Uitiou
in
to New York for repairs. The dam- do for you. In any event you cannot
accepted principles that
A Pyrheilometer.
gans and poured from the mouths of
shallow brained street orators,
that such an advance would mean, although
age to the Pomaron, which left Balti- - lose anything by giving it a trial on
The
been
fnr
contract
let
has
the
ini- than the
many of the workers of the land are it.. would be no.. greater
Remember,
.
.
.. VUUOllUI.! UU Ul rl I.U1 llfltf Mill III 11! more on Februaryl. for Leitlf "vTSs not cur liberal guarantee.
,
Yet those among them who are tiauve or recall are in tne otner m fed.
you can get Rexall Remedies in this
and one story stated
square
rection.
ballot
the
short
Possibly,
possessed of ordinary intelligence
the use of the local weath
community only at our store The
know that there is no truth in the and the commission government are er bureau. The
The Fischer Drug Co.
Rexall Store.
build- WILLIAM J. BRYAN'S
the
structure,
Ftatement and no reason for the de- the most practical answer to the de ing of which was authorized
SeIS DEAD. 232 San Francisco St., Santa Fe X
by
mand for recall, initiative and referductions of John Spargo.
M.
cretary Wilson of the Department of
The "two classes" to which he re- endum.
Agriculture, will house the instru- Frank A. Abbey, Who Often
fers the very rich and the very poor
for the measuring of the radiaHis Friends as a Joke,
The New Mexican notices with re- ments
PLAYS ANDPLAYERS.
constitute but a slight percentage
of the sun's heat from the sur- tion
Succumbs at Manchester.
of the population of this country, and gret almost daily that boys and men face of the earth. The house will
under suspended sentence, or under be of
they live mostly in the large cities.
ornamental architecture and (By Spocial Leased TTire to Hew Mexican)
"The Three Twins."
The third class, about whose exis- parole, break their promise and are will be located at the base of the
Manchester, Conn., Jan. 2. Frank
''The Three Twins" which comes to
the
net
in
the
law.
of
again
caught
A
T
Rrvnn'c'
Ahtmv
William
tence Mr. Spargo is silent, are not
weather
tower
in
the
bureau's
grounds
Much had been promised from these
of the federal building. The report
rich, but they don't "live in poverty"
with thp full nrpstiee of a metronoli- and they are neither "shorn nor rob- innovations but when they are ap- of Professor Herbert H. Kimbell, of aged 58 years.
Mr. Abbey was fre - wan guccess behind it
having run five
men
who
to
are
by
plied
wrongdoers
bed."
the scientific staff of the U. S. weath quently mistaken for Mr. Bryan and months in Chicago at the
They are .comfortably housed
and
deliberate
intent
the
habit,
long
and clothed and never suffer the pangs
er bureau, who recently made obser or, occasions enjoyed carrying out the 0n,.a
w
an, ln WnthVW
of the law should not be reof hunger.
They eat meat twice and severity
vations here, was me direct cause OI error lu his uwu amusemeiu auu mill Vfirk- - at thf HoraH
nuaro
Thootro
laxed.
The
and
sentence
suspended
o
sometimes three times a day.
(tai n t
the Department's interest in the mat- r t f ri Lindt ""ur " v
They
"v
the unanimous
6","e,l where it received
the
ter
here. Additional instruments for On.
i nfoicn.
d) not lack for bread and fruit and parole are, or should be, oronlyof for
aniia Vcm
almost
accident,
wrongdoer
by
cofvegetables.
the observation of the clearness of
They drink tea and
ar, being one of the smartest musical
unavoidable circumstance, or else the!
fee.
They read books and newspathe atmosphere will also be installed.
disrefall
plays produced in years. Mr. Gaites.
will
entire
into
practice
If they live in cities they ride
pers.
Owen Files Contest in District Court.
has spared no expense in the mount
to and from the scene of their labor pute.
restate
The
supreme court having
is
ing of this attraction, costuming
on trolley cars.
Their children are
declined jurisdiction, Attorney
Closing Quotations.
and
gorgeous, scenery magnificent,
During the past year only 3,000 cently
educated.
The husband has a broad
D.
!
H.
in
Terreh
filed
3
4.
Prime
Clovis,
(g
today
paper
the electrical effects bewildering and
cloth coat and the wife a silk gown acres of timber were destroyed by the district court tne contest suit of
Silver 58
bethe finale of the first act is said to
for occasions.
the fire in New Mexico forests, this
They attend
New
of
ex
state
rel. O. l,.
Mexican dollars 47.
Mexico,
be one of the most elaborate pieces
one of the results of government
church, the secret society and the ing
Copper 13.7OS0.
of mechanism that has ever been
of the ten Owen of Clovis, vs. G. H. Van Stone,
caucus.
The nickelodeon, the orph control and supervision
of Estancia, the name of Attorney
Tin 42.7543.25.
placed on the stage, it shows an aeeum and the circus do not lack their million or more acres of forest in the General Frank W.
Lead 4.204.30,
Clancy, appearing
rial circular swing with six beauticommonwealth.
The working people of
patronage.
The motion
Amalgamated 61
ful show girls in baskets and while
nominally for the stat
our land are not members of the class
119.
is for a rule to be made on Oorge H.
Sugar
revolving the swing is illuminated)
did not
The situation at Juarez
o which Spargo writes as a class that
Atchison 104
with 2,000 incandescent lights, making
seem serious when the rebels burned Van Stone to show cause why the at'lives in poverty."
Great Northern 128
a gorgeous spectacle.
ware- torney general should not have leave
million
a
down
dollar
quarter
Whatever reasons for socialism and
New York Central 110
to file an information
Van
against
blew
when
house,
up
bridges,
they
the organizations of
"com
Northern Pacific 116
Stone for having illegally and unlawSpecial Session.
monwealths" may exist in the over when they killed eight men, but when fully usurped and held, accepted and
Reading 157
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 29th, 1912.
crowded countries of Europe they do the race track shut down for the day,
107.
Southern
Pacific
offices
the
a
and
of
duties
performed
The Board of. County Commissioniict exist here where there is work for the world knew that the battle was state corporation commissioner. It is
Tnion Pacific 162.
on in earnest.
ers met in special session, with Hon.
60
everyone who is willing to work and
Steel
not known as yet, whether Attorneys
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Chairman,
Hon.
where even the lowest paid worker re
Steel pd. 109
T. B. Catron and A. B. Renehan, will
George H. Kinsell, and Hon: 'Esqui-pul- a
ceives enough to secure him the nec
DUTIFUL CHINESE WOMAN
Lead and Zinc.
ask leave to intervene on behalf of
Jiron, Commissioners and M. A.
essaries of life, the comforts and even
CONFESSES TO MURDER. the
St. Louis, Mo.. Feb. 2. Leead
Republican candidate, George W.
the modest luxuries of life.
6.35 Ortiz, Clerk.
firm
4.154.7
steady
spelter
Armijo, setting up besides various
Mr. C. C. Closson was in attendance
6.45.
Socialism may be advantageous in Killed Wealthy Portland Man in Her instances of fraud and
intimidation
as sheriff.
r
and
Packed
Provisions.
Grain
lands where no effort of individualism
and
Body
Apartment
that the 1032 ballots which had the
On motion of Commissioner Kinsell
can unbar the gates that are placed
Into a Trunk.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 2. Wheat, May
"Soi" Owen on them should
the minutes of the last meeting
across the roads that lead to the
July 97
be thrown out altogether, thus defeat- i04gl-S- ;
were read and
Corn May 69; July 6S
approved
by the
heights. But here every road is open. (By Specie! Erased "Wir to Npw Mexlran) ing every Democratic
and ProgresBoard.
Portland, Oregon, Feb. 2. Oie Sen,
Oots May 52
There is no bar of birth or creed or
July 4S
sive
candidate on me
Repuolican
Attorney H. L. Ortiz appeared be
Pork May 16.27
ctste across the path of the lowliest. the beautiful Chinese woman, arrested
ticket excepting Governor AV. C.
fore the Board on behalf of ' Mrs.' Yr- Lard May 9.3740.
Our greatest capitalists emerged from at Dillings, Montana,
charged with fale
McDonald and Congressman
H. B.
isarri in regard to her taxes.
The
Ribes May 8.77 ,
comparative poverty and were the the murder of Seid Bing, a member of
tsoara atter due consideration de- Wool.
architects of their own fortunes. Many the wealthy Seid family of this city, Fergusson.
No
to
Special Qualification for County
take up the matter at the
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 2. Wool,; cided
of our Presidents and statesmen were confessed the crime to the police toSuperintendent.
and western me. next regular meeting, as they desired
poor boys and, although the paths to day, also giving the name of an acsteady;
territory
By an opinion made public yester- diums
advice of the District Attorney in
affluence and influence and power complice whos identity the police re161S; fine mediums 1517c;jthe
tne matter.
general rranK v. Clan- - fne io15c.
nay have been resurveyed, they are fused to disclose. Seid Bing was ucjr Aiiuuiej me
The appointment of Mr. Trinidad
iormer ruling oi tne
killed in Oi Sen's apartments here .j uuius luiu.
Chicago.
still open to all.
Territorial Board of Education respecas deputy assessor was ap- re-- ! Alarid
2.
111.,
Feb.
Cattle
December
and
his
dismembered
Chicago,
20,
The writer who says that there are
ting the educational qualifications of ceints 2.000: market slow. Beeves 'Proved by the Board.
only two classes "the shearers and body shippeu to Seattle, where it was county school
Ihe Board approved the Bond of
superintendents is no 14.80(38.50: Texas steers 4.80(55:60;
the shorn," and that "ail workers are found in an unclaimed trunk. The
of force.
County Surveyor Benjamin Hill. On
v. estern steers
shorn and robbed" is consciously or search for Oi Sen was carried on by longer
4.607.15;
stockers,
me uimiion says, "mat tne provis- - r,fl
n
motion, the Board appointed the fol
sssfinn
unconsciously
slaughtering the truth the Chinese of this city who located ions of the constitution abrogate that
lowing Road Supervisors:
6.008.50.
calves
on the altar of a faulty epigram.
2.206.75;
woman
at Billings. She arrived clause of the act of 1907
the
prescribing
market District No. 1, Ricardo Alarid, of
Hoges receipts 24,000;
Take the case of the unskilled la- here today in custody of a detective qualifications for
county superintend- slow 5c nigher. Light 5.656.20; Santa Fe.
borer who is earning only $1 per day and later confessed, hut the details of ents.
Section 2 of Article 7 of the!n,ixed 5.856.32
District No. 2, Thomas Jones, of
heavy 5.95S
which is about the smallest wage her story have not been made pufclic.
constitution declares 'that every male1 6 33. r0Ugh 5.95O6.10; pigs 4.00
Cerrillos.
paid to any hand worker in town or
citizen who is a legal resident of the!5 30; Duik of
District No. 3, Perfecto Gallegos, of
6.i06.30.
What would socialism do THIRTY INDICTMENTS
country.
state and a qualified elector therein,
IMefonso.
Sheep-rece- ipts
market
8,000;
for him?
Is it pretended that the
DRAWN UP FOR DYNAMITERS. shall be
The Clerk was instructed to notify
qualified to hold any public
to strong.-Nativ3.154.65;
commonwealth
would
office m the state, except as otherwise steady
the Road Supervisors officially adwestern 3.504.70; yearlings 4.70
give him for his labors any more of Federal Grand Jury at Indianapolis provided
in the constitution, this 5.50. ,ambs natiVe
west- - vising them of their appointment and
4.406.75;
the necessities and comforts
of life
Vote on Them Next Tuesday,
mi a ijiuvibu mat a woman may noia prn CLtsffiR'i
instructing them that they must make
than he now obtains?
If he Is a
the office of county superintendent."
a quarterly report for all work perProbably.
Kansas Ci'.y.
skilled laborer who can earn $4 or (By Special Teased Wire to New Mexican)
The opinion was handed down at
formed by them as such Road Super2.
Cattle
Kansas
City., Mo.,'Feb.
$5 per day, socialism would not give
.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 2. Thirty .... .
u n.
nue, oiaiejRcelpts
him as much as does the individualism indictments or more growing out of
including 300 south- - visors, giving the dates, places and
of Public Instruction.
Marekt strong. Native steers, the names of the persons tiat worked
he is asked to abandon, for individ- the governments investigation into Superintendent
Mr. White was in receipt of many erns.
during the quarter, and to report all
Southern steers, $5.00
ualism gives him a chance to save a the dynamite conspiracy have been
complaints of the lack of qualification $5.508.25;
money collected by them for taxes,
and
cows
southern
$3.00
6.50;
heifers,
portion of his earnings and become in drawn up and the possibility hat they ot newly elected county school
and also instructing them not to buv
supertune an employer and a capitalist,! will he voted on by the federal grand intendents. Some
(go.OO; native cows and heifers, J2.90
requested that the
my supplies without a written order
?4.00
while socialism sentences him to im jury next Tuesday was admitted at new officers be
6.50; stockers and feeders,
from the Clerk.
given an examination
e.CO;
$4.00
calves,
bulks,
prisonment for life in a
office
the
J3.755.50;
of United States Attorney tc determine their qualification. Un
The Board fixed the salary of Road
commonwealth.
astern steers, $5.007.25; Supervisors
Charles V. Miller tocay.
der the old ruling of the Territorial
at Two ($2.00) Dollars
$3.005.00.
Board this could have been done, but western cows,
for
work performed by them
per
day
T
n
r
ti
.T
Ann
i
The Chinese city of Canton in order ROYALIST ACTIVITY ON
the adoption of the constitution made
to create a boulevard is destroying
50
THE PORTUGESE FRONTIER. it no longer possible.
i
Sa,'
Tnere beinS "0 rther business the
.higherS'
a wall twenty miles Icng. which has
'Board ad1oirnrt
$5.906.30; heavy, .$6.2506.82
t
iha
besn the pride of its million inhabiBv Special Teased Wlr to New Mexican)
Let Him Know It rr you are out of packers and butchers, $6.056.30; lar meeting.
tants for many years. That wall cost
2.
Lisbon, Feb.
The life of the a position, you must let the
JOSE ORTIZ y PINO,
employer lights, $5.706.15; pigs, $4.505.25.
millions of dollars but it must go city has resumed its normal condi- know it. A wart
Market Chairman of the Board of County
2,000.
Sheep Receipts,
advertisement in the
down before the march of the City tion today. Reports were received New Mexican will reach
fe3
s
strong.
Muttons, X3.505.50;
every
Commissioners, Santa Fe County.
Beautiful even In poverty-strickefrom the north frontier that the Roand professional man In the city ewes, $2.754.00.
Attest: '
China.
are
Here
in
Santa
in
Fe,
benighted
'
yalists
showing activity
the and county and a great many In the
M. A. ORTIZ,
where there is an opportunity now northwestern
of Spain territory. If yon have any special talprovinces
a New Mexican want ad. lr
Try
Clerk.
lor straightening and
widening bordering on Portugal.
ent, de not hide It under a bushel.
V. I. ALARID.
brings results. .
r.

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

FIRST

d

e

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

"

cy

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist-- ,
ent with sound banking.!
ng

money-transmitti-

well-know-

OFFICERS.
R.

1

J.

'

President.

PALEN,

J.

Cashier.
Assistant

B. READ.

F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

4o

Cashier.

4

j

j

t

,,,

Hig-gin-

How About That Fire Insurance?!
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

j

..(.
!en,

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

THE PALACE

d

revo-jcrj-

--

?AND

as

mmmm

THE MONTEZUMA

Under the Same Management.

Now

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:
,

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

Coronado Restaurant

i

j

i

,,....

Short Orders run Day

Hot & Cold Bains.

::

::

222 San Francisco Street

Regular Meals

Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

--

JA

&

25c- -

Electric Lights'

G. LU?E HERRERA,

Prop

1 Vi

MARKETKEPORT

Good Food,

Properly Cooked,

Well Served

2

mi-pri- nt

-

fwc

CAPITAL DINING ROOM, 126

For hire at popular prtoea

1

CM&ICkMS

MugglM and aaddi

He-it-

--

llVon

feus!-nes-

'

I

Deput.,.

.

A

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

ELK'S THEATER

EXPRESS

LINE.

Phone Black 50166

Feb. 6th.

Tuesday,

Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon

SUCCESS

THE SEASON'S SOLID

GRIFFITH
5l

JOS. M. GAITES

Makes Men's Fine

THREE

Dress Shoes
JTSHOt

MANUFACTURERS

TWINS

I

k

V

COLA.

N

V

The Greatest of all Musical Comedies

With the Brilliant
Comedian,

GEO. EBNER

lm

1

Pr.

Are You a SellerT AH advertisement in the classified columns of thft
New Mexican will put your real estate
on 'he market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before thr
eyes of al! possible buyeia.

to ?
Have you Furnlnhec-noomWant
Alittle campaign
advertising
in the New Mexican will keep the
from your furnished rooms Irom
The classified columns are
.apsins.
ilways looked ud closely and H will
jay you well to use them.
s

ft

horm.

THEODORE C0RRIC1,
:
LINE
Phona Black 132.

HACK

I

sas

.?u.ui

1

1RR5TCLASSHACK SERVICE

'

nifrs

mTKAve"

Supported by
MISS

GERTRUDE

jur

HUTCHESON

and a Company of

I

PEOPLE

52

52

MOSTLY HANDSOME GIRLS

CCr
Nrr
JLL

The

THE ELECTRIC

YACHT

THE FACE IN THE CLOUDS

Famous

Girls

75c.

$1.00

Prices...,

Sire Griffith's
WE 'VASRAtfT THEM
FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from

Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.

Yama Yama

&

Shoe Equals Any
orcoe Made

$2.50 up.

SWING

THE ENCHANTED

$4

tiicr

j

Seats on Sale at Fischer's I)ruir Store on
Saturday, Februray 3d.

Call and see my line before
making your purchase.

B. TONNIES,
West Palace Avenue.
204

1
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Gtande, and I.. H. Gibson of the New
piPpinrTP CnO
Mtxico Centra returned
this noon UnuuAntlu fUll fl
Horn a business trip to Willard, Tor-- j
SIGH 5GUR STOMACH
lance county.
".
Dr. and Mrs.
K.
Sunderland
on today's train to
went to Santa
iently but thoroughly cleanse and reg
look after some business
matters.
ulate your Stomach, Liver and
They expect to return home tomorBowels while you sleep.
row. Estancia News.
J. V. Chaves, representative Trom
That awful sourness, belching
ot
Torrance county to the first state leg- - acid and foul gases; that paiu in Jiv
islature, arrived in the capital last pit of the stomach, the hearth, irn. Eermight and is a guest at the Montezu votisness, nausea, bloating after eatma. He will depart for his ho;ne to- ing, feeling of fullness, dizziness nnl
sick headache, means indigestion; a
day.
J. B. McMauus, formerly city clerk disordered stomach, which cannot be
of Albuquerque, arrived in the city regulated until you remove the cause,
last night, and will, it is unofficially It isn't your stomach's fault. Your
announced, receive his commission aj stomach is as good as any.
warden of the state penitentiary toTry Caseurets; they cure indigos-tion, because they immediately cleanse
day.
Cappuin John MK'lure and I.una and regulate the sto:nach, remove tin
Bergere left this morning for Santa sour, undigested and fermentinir fc id
Fe, where they will visit for a short j and foul gases; take the excess bile
time. They expect to stop off at Al- j from the liver and carry off the
on the way to Santa Fe
composed waste matter and poison
Roswell Record.
j from the intestines and bowels.
Then
your stomach trouble is ended forever.
A Cascaret tonight will
FIFTY DOLLARS A PLATE
straighten you
AT SHERIFF'S BANQUET. out by morning a
box from
an' drug store will keep your entire
Five Hundred New Yorkers Exempt tamily feeling good for months. Don t
From Jury Duty Cut Up High
lorget the children their little insides
Jinks La t Night.
need a good, gentle cleansing too.

Dr. W. S. Harroun is confined lo hii
house by illness.
fa bio Martinez, a ranchman of Xam-be- ,
is in the city on business.
B. B. Briand, of ihe V. S. Indian Service, is a guest at the Palace.
Mrs. M. J. Galliiaher.
..f
Your Patronage Solicited
Colo., is a guest at the Sanitarium.
P. L. Uajjkoch, a retired ranchman
of Willurd. is in the city on business.
Ramon Hustus, a rancliman of San- 1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
ta Cruz, is in tue city
disposing of
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
farm produce.
.
Enimenio Ronim, ? ranchman
of Nambe, is in the city
sailing alfalfa
in the local market.
r. a. r leiu 01 Koswell. is in Santa
Fe to Suiierintend the electric
Established 1855
wiring
Incorporated 1903.
at the Palace Hotel.
M. V. Woody, the
proprietor of the
i
hotel and bridge at Glenwoody on the
m
Kio Grande, Taos county, is a visitor
m
a.
r.
m
m
ra
a.
n n
n
IX
in town.
M. A. Stanton, manager of the Elks'
theatre, is in Lis Vegas conferring
with Duncan and Ft
JMthe Duncan Opera House, on theatri- cal last evening.
fl
E. Uhlfelder,
j
manager of
Bros., and Mrs fhlfni,!0i.
M turned to their home in
Albuquerque (By Special leas--d Wire to Now Mexican)
flj Inst evening.
New York, N. Y., Feb. 2 Twenty FOREIGN CONSULS ARE
A
G. H. Vanstone who is one of the
five thousand dollars is the estimatTO TAKE CHARGE.
r.ew state corporation
commissioners, ed cost of the annual banquet of the
left on the noon train for Santa Fe.
sheriff's jury he.u here last night. The No Recognized Government in ProvEstancia News.
v.as at the rate of $.",0 a plate for the!
ince of Fokien Causes a
H.
V.
Moses and Mrs. five hundred men
Attorney
General Anarchy.
The menu
present.
Moses, "who have extensive property was elaborate and
and each
costly
interests in New Mexico, are in the diner received as a souvenir a solid By Special Least-- Wire to
New Mexican)
Capital from Denver.
Amoy, China, Feb. 2. The members
silver loving cup, the pedestal formed
D.
J.
Terrell of Clovis. er- of a figure of Justice balancing her of the diplomatic corps in Peking
Judge
e" 1,1 V.
y tllIS morninS and scales.
ffii
The guests included busines: have instructed the foreign co?..iis
,
W
petition in quo warranto in the men law ers, financiers, politicians stationed in this city, owing to the
X district court for O. L. Owens.
of any recognized authand men of .prominence in the sportiJM
Mrs. A. Johnson, of Racine. Wis
ority in the province of Ko Kien, to
ng- world- .a
If you
arrived in Santa Fe last evening. She
need
now,
In theory, the Sheriff's panels are assume for the present, the runctions
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. J.
f
of the. city's most promin- of the provincial authorities as tar as
composed
do.
you
j Carrithers at the
Palace hotel.
ent
whose
men,
interests are so great regards the administration of the Iu-- !
Ik
m;- .
a I...... tt
or Colorado that ihey would be jeopardized
iinee
nemenway,
by ternational settlement on the Island
.,
...
li' '
. .
New - Assortment of French Ginghams for
ui'""6, .iniveu in tne uapiuil last ev- - the time required by ordinary jury of Kulaug Su, which was handed over
Spring.
work. By being placed on the She- by the Chinese government to the for- A; can McGillivray on Galisteo street.
riff's list, they are exempted from or eign residents in May,
COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER.
The consular officials have taken
W. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio dinary duty. Xew York City is the
only place where these permanent immediate steps to carry out the insheriff's panels are permitted.
structions of the foreign ministers,
and have appointed a
magistrate and
COMPANY,
BERT CONNERS' CASE
assessor to try cases, which are pendHAS GONE TO JURY. ing before the courts of
Ue for Results
justice.
P. O. Box, 219.
Gai Goes Over to Rebels.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Phone 36
General Impression I" That Verdict in
San
Francisco, Calif., Feb. 2. GenThey work directly on the KIDNEYS,
eral Chang Kuai Gai, comiStinder in
Dynamiting Trial Will Be
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
Reached Soon,
Chief of the Imperial forces,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
telegraphed Sun Yat Sen yesterday that he had
start. For BACJfArwir
a
ifinwcv
(Bv Pppetnl TjPased YTrre to tcw Mpx'can) decided to join
the revolutionary
BLADDER TROUBLE. RHEUMATISM
l.os Angeles, Calif., Feb. 2. The
luices anu was ready to place hi
case
of
H.
Bert
an
for
tried
Conners,
lithi my at tne disposal of Sun. This
(Pi
rLnmmfluun ot the BLADDER and alleged attempt to dynamite the
was contained in a cable
County Hall of Records, Sept. 9, 1910, gram to the Chinese
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
Free Press, rewent to the jury today after Judge ceived
they exercise a permanent benefit.
today from Sun Yat Sen' at
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS Frank R. Willis had devoted twenty-fiv- e
Nanking.
fc'or sale hi all
minutes to instructing the jurors.
dregglsti.
Warlike Viceroy Resigns.
He told them that the fact that Con
San Francisco, Calif. Feb. 2.
Chung
ners was arrested near tTie county
I.ing Wing has resigned as viceroy at
structure after he had assayed an o- - Canton
and
President Sun Yat has apChiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
ncer in the door way of that building,
1
San
Yue as his successor,
di not necessarily connect him with pointed
1 Dandruff, falling hair and baldness the dynamite, which was found
according to a cablegram received tothe day by the
Chung Sai Yat Po.
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, next day in the olley
SPECIAL PRICE to any one desiring to build. See us at Jvj
the desired to lead the Canton Chung
adjoining
JjJ facial
lines, absolutely removed. Ail structure.
army
ft j kinds of hair work done.
once and UET FIR5T CHOICE.
The general impression among at- against Peking.
R. LOPEZ,
torneys for both the prosecution and NEW TITLE FOR
Francisco St. the defense was that the
jury would
NATIONAL GUARD TUTORS.
return a verdict in a short tiffie.

Does a General Banking

Business

i
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I
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i
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-
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EMBR OIDERIES

I
I

i

Golden Opportunity
Selections Most Complete
All Styles, Grades and Prices.

LAD IBS'

-

-

!

j

j

represents the Fabrics and
styles which are now in vogue in the
country's style centers. Never before have
STOCK

OUR

we been able to show more dependable or
prettier garments. They have a style w hich
only highly skilled specialists can produce.
Rich appeari ngVoiIes,VooIens,Chiffonsand
Panamas in new stylish garments are being
shown this week at EXTRA SPECIAL
PRICES. We want to call your attention
to the careful tailoring of these skirts, the
stitching, hemming and plaiting, and also
to the artistic balance, graceful draping
effects and exquisite appearance of style.

Trimmings are exceptionally pretty and prices are as low
as unexcelled buying connection can make them. This week's
BIG SPECIAL VALUES are at prices to start the town a

talking.
Skirts that
Skirts
Skirts

sell regularly at $9.00,

we

Price $6.25
6.09

Special

8.00,
6.50,
6.00,
5.00.

Skirts
Skirts

4.25
4.00
3.25

j

don't
them
it will pay you to
to lay them away until

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

;

I

Q,,-i-

SEL

AGENTS.

TAILOR

THE PRICE MAKERS

VICTOR PHONOGRAPH

pEfw profit

Ml BROS.

SSH?jH2s

BUENA VISTA LOMA

i
i

ROYAL

ADDITION

Manicuring,

AGENTS.

FINE, NEW BRICK
DWELLING OF FIVE
ROOMS.
Centrally lo- -

A

FOR SAL!

cated and modern in evOF THE FINEST HOMES IN
IS
THIS
ONE
ery particular.
SANTA FE and is going at A BARGAIN if taken at once
$1800,00 CASH will handle this, with long time on balance.

JOSEPH'B. HAYWARDMANAGER,
Room 8, CapitalJCity

Massaging,

Bank'Building, Santa Fe,

N. M.

NOW OPEN.

I

fMRS.
I

i O. C. WATSON Si CO.
Si

INSURANCE,

SURETY

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

H. S. KAUNE

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

Batiste and Swiss Fiouncings,

Amoskeag

d,

Buckwheat Cakes and
Maple Syrup

rs

The January Breakfast Menu
is hardly complete without
Buckwheat Cakes and Maple
We have the Genuine New
York (First Prize) Buckwheat
Flour in bulk. If you prefer

and Zephyr Ginghams

Particularly Suited for Wash Dresses at the

ACH
fvnul

the.

JULIUSH.QERDES
QTODP
1
vIU5 San Francisco St.

1

RELIABLE!

YOU

ALWAYS WANT

BLE

MERCHANDISE,

In

San Franciso

Street

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

Two-Poun- d

RELIA-

Murderer is Constantly Pursued
by
Visions of the Faces of His Two
Victims.

"

Packed

i

f

MONARCH

"

BRAND

at Burlington, Vermont.

Also have
"CANE AND MAPLE

SYRUP."

SANTA CRUZ (HONEY,
In Comb or Strained.

H.

SJAlE

u

bended knees, Jesus Yriqui, begged
Judge Crow today to sentence him to
be hanged in expiation of the murders of Carlos Angrada and Juan

Hernandez on Christmas day, but the
court refused, sending him to San
Quentin for life instead.
Yriqui pleaded guilty several days
ago, interrupting his trial to do so,
and today when brought into court
for sentence he moaned; "I am guilty.
Every night I see the faces of those
dead men before me. I cannot sleep
or eat. I want to be hanged."
ordered the
Judge Crow
court
bailiff to hold up Yriqui while sentence was imposed.
ITALIAN TRIBUNA PRAISES
PRESIDENT WILLIAM TAFT.

Packages.

Pure Maple Syrup

CMNA.'WATCHES, CLOCKS

H. C. YONTZ,

we recom-

g,

Aunt Jemima's

sell you MUST BE reliable.

Reliable Jeweler

Self-Risin-

mend

but more
So in the Jewelry Line than any
other line, for you do not buy every day. Everything we
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED

JESUS YRIOUI BEG9
PITEOUSLY TO BE HANGED.

'.By Speejftl Leased Wire to New Mexican)
banta Barbara, Calif., Feb. 2. On

All fresh, new goods.

Bandings.
Toile-du-Nor-

All-ove-

GO.

Whefe Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

showing of Embroideries for Spring

ADVANCE

6

GO.

Proclamation
Neutrality
Brought
Forth by War With Turkey
Declared to be a Model.

i!
i!
i!
i!

Be

New Arrival

ADOLF

I White

COMFORTING WORDS.
Many a Ranta Fe Household
Will
Find Them So.
To have the pains and aches of a
bad OE.ck removed; to be
entirely free
from nnneying, dangerous
urinary
disorders is enough to make any kidney sufferer grateful. To tell how
this fjeat change can be brought
about will prove comforting words to
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pusuualfi Yanni, College St., Santa
Fe,
Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
a p'lDlie testimonial in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect that
ttiej' had cured me of a pain in my
bacK, caused by disordered kidneys
My work obliges me to sit down a
good deal and this weakened my kid
neys, causing backache.
While
at
work I suffered more intensely than
at any other time and I was very
anxious to find a remedy that would
relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a box and to my
delight, they soon fixed me up in good
I have since had no need of
si.ape.
k.dney medicine."
for sale by all dealers. Price 50
rents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,'
Xew York, so'e agents for the United
Doan's

and

of Ladies' and Gent's Silk Hose,
ALL COLORS.

"non-coms-

n

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

LADIES' CHILDREN'S AND MEN'S COTTON,

BEST QUALITY.

(By Special leased Wire 10 New Mexican I
Washington, D. C, Feb. 2. Noncommissioned officers of the regular
army, assigned to duty as militia instructors, have been given the title
"Sergeant Instructors" in a formal
war department order.
"
The
detailed for du., on account- -f
lack of enough commissioned officers
t.i meet the demands .of the militia for
instructors have been doing excellent
work and have become very popular
with the National Guardsmen.

CBy Special Leased Wire to Npp Mexican;
Rome, Feb. 2. The proclamation
of neutrality of the United States in
the war between Italy an'd Turkey,
signed by President Taft on October 24, is reproduced in its entirety
today in the Tribuna. The newspaper, in commenting on the proclamation, evidently aims at comparing
the correctness of America with the
different attitude of other countries.
It says: "President Taft's message is
worthy of the great nation which
from its own force interprets its international duties, which are accepter! not only in theory but also in Slates.
practice, thus forming a kind of! Remember the name
magna charta of all mankind."
take no other.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

5

Officers to
Known as "'Sergeant Instruct
ors" in the Future.

HOSIERY
5ELIGMAN

Enamel

Bed

DRY

GOODS

Room

Furniture

Had one in the window and sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE

THE

SWELLEST

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

CAN

You

COMPANY.

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

415'Palace Avenue.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
pay for, by having it right where
are using if.
vour light bill and
THE
Our display rooms are open tor your
you

Tt

ve on

SAVES

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

j

YOU

(2
Urn

GO.

EYES.

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Pet away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give tb "i'mum light, and better
hreking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

o
3

3

r-- K

3?

K
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price, wilh a guaranty for a year, and
a comment upon this offer by Brig,
General Marshall, late Chief of Engi-- !
neers, United States Army, and now
consulting engineer for the Reclama-- i
tion Service, are all herewith trans
mitted.

poly of absolute ownership in private
This Girl Recovered
persons or companies would make pos-sible.
The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's heavy fereathinjj a Utile
from Consumption
j
She does not want to send for the
cough perhaps the croup or whooping cough.
Bureau of National Parks.
of Kekiuau s Alterative,
The maker
so much Rood for I'onsump-tives- ,
doctor when perhaps the trouble does not amount to much. Finally she thinks of j
is
I earnestly recommend
the estab-- ! which aredoiiis
continually in receipt ut really
that medical book her father gave her. The Common Sense Medical Adviser, hv
hroiiK'it about
lishment of a bureau of National wonderful reports "fueeuros
R. V. Pierce, M. D. She says " just the thing to find out what is the matter with
of this
tlie
solelv
Parks.
Such legislation is essential These
at
the command
the little dear." Two million households in this country own one and it's to
ure
always
reports
Water-Powe- r
to the proper management of those of anyone interested, n nil many of the
be had for only 31c. in stp.mps
Sites.
1,000 pages in splendid cloth binding. A good
in their crnlitude liave sucnestcd
writers
family adviser in any emergency. It is for either sex. This is what many women
ami leio-In previous communications
to wondrous manifestations of nature, th.'it like sufferers write direct
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
lie: is one specimen.
write Dr. Fierce in respect to his " Favorite Prescription," a remedy which has
so startling and so beautiful
that what itdiil lor them,
III.
I
r
Coneress
iminreH
have
Aurora.
Ave..
Second
made thousands of melancholy and miserable women cheerful and happy, by curing
tne ooligations
everyone recognizes
'Gentlemen: I'unloii me for not writin?
metnods by which the water-powe- r
the painful womanly diseases which undermine a woman's health and strength.
In effect Dec, 3!st 1911
,.
(Kesd Down)
(Head Hp)
I
would
see
to
if
stay
wanted
sftoner, tmt
tne Government to
them, cured.
sues on
can now truthfully say I am permay be!, tci the edification and preserve
11
1
2
STATION'S
12
Miles
20
If
"My desire is to write a few lines to let von know what i ,.r,r,.nQ,inonuavigable streams
recreation of fectly well. Never felt lictter in all my lite.
u
co
w....w,,vw
i,...
ana
medicine
has done for me." writes Mks.
"
uclhtoi iue state
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks.
your valuahlo
x otr
me
14,
in i
pm
itjiiuwsioiitj rill ...
Maiioakf.t
of 3'J.I S. lientalon (street, Baltimore, the National Government.
I never have any pain, no eouu'li, no nuht
It has!.i. ieut,ic. ....
o
7 50
4 00
Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
no
Md. " .Before the storck came to our house I was a very sick
Since u child of
luscuiut;, iue uranii lauvoii oi sweats,
fceemea wise that the control should1
7 40
4
Kumaldo
3 60
have been ailins with lunn
two
I
i
woman.
years
wrote you fur advice which was kindlv given and be
11
Glacier Nationalthe
05
DeUmaa
Colorado,
.. .
3 30
rev
concentrated in one government or L,
trouble, which frrew worse as
which made me a different woman in a short time. After
16
3 15
(Japultu
g 20
Park and the Mount Rainier National oider.
,
At the ate of fourteen the doctor
,.
20
35
the firt bottle of "Favorite Prescription' I began ri, nth
Vltfll
3 05
t
I
taking
lur
sent
he
South.
not
If
could
paiLieinaiu.
60
25
2 45
Thomrir.n
lain. and others furnish appropriate said
improving so that I hardly knew I was in such a condition. fcupervihing its use by private enterln'n..,.
would surely die of Consumption.
Kvery
9 10
31
CumilusTDiiin
225
I did my own housework washing and ironinsr, cooking,
I
he
to
sure
have
either
havei
case
one
instances.
winter
would
In
only
9 35
42
In most cases where the Gov
....Ollfton HouseN.M
155
I
sewinsr. and the worst of all nursed three children who had prise.
Itrouchitis. Pleurisy, or rneumoiiia.
10 00
49
T.v
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coast into the heart of Alaska, and
sites and all plants that might people of the world, and information levels on the same basis or by the
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open the great interior vajleys of money was
expended and the protec- - '"c erected thereon and this power of given upon which action might, became
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to
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living.
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Thej
erected,
have agricultural as well as great
conference itself would entail a
control would furnish a motive to very satisfactory report of the Rail-jarin
so
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work
Mexico
delayed
mineral possibilities.
USE THE
and the floods in the Colorado river compel the observance of the policy way Stock and Bonds Commission in- comparatively small expense, and most
The Alaska Central road has been v ere so extensive that a part of the of the Government.
dicates how useful an investigation of the subsequent investigations for
constructed some 71 miles of the dis-- j works have been carried away and
The Secretary of the Interior has of this kind can be when undertaken which it would prepare the way could
'
tance from Seward north to the
m?n wbo have had adequate ex- - be carried out by existing bureaus in
the need for further action and ex- suggested another method bv which
coal fields, but the construcof money exists.
I do not the water power site shall be leased rerlence in economic inquiries and a: this and other Governments as part
penditure
tion beyond this has been discouraged make a definite recommendation at directly by the Government to those! levelheadedness and judgment cor-- ; of their regular work and would re-- v
s
first, by the fact that there has been present, for the reason that the pl;fn ho exercise a public franchise under rrc'tly to apply sound principles to the quire little, if any, additional
no policy adopted of opening up the to
jpriations for such bureaus,
be adopted for the betterment of
imposing a rental for the; facts funi.
(toal lands upon which investors conditions near the mouth of the v ater power to create a fund to
bej For some years past the high and Commission on Industrial Relations.
.
could denpiK'l., :ind. second , Iipennsfi'
of in-- '
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agreement
backing of those engaged in the en- between the Government of Mexico and the benefit of the local commit-- concern that I deem it of great public; revolutionary changes have raised
InThe Secretary of the
terprise.
and the Government of the United rity where the power site is, and interest that an international confer- - new and vital questions as to the re- terior has ascertained that the bond- - States as to
joint expenditure and permitting the state to regulate thejence be proposed at this time for the Nations between employers and wage
holders, who are the real owners of
use that it is unwise to move rates at which the converted power purpose of preparing plans, to be sub- - earners which have become matters
the road, are willing to sell to the joint
These
until we can obtain some agreement is sold. The latter method suggested mitted to the various Governments, of pressing public concern.
Government, and he recommends thei with that
which will en- hy the Secretary is a more direct for an international inquiry into the questions have been somewhat
government
purchase of the existing road, such, able us to submit to Congress a larfor Federal control, and in high cost of living, its exterit, causes, scured by the profound changes in the
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
reconstruction as may be necessary,) ger plan, better adapted
to the exi- view of the probable union and sys-- effects, and possible remedies. I there-- relations between competing producers
its continuance to the Matanuska coali gencies presented than the one adop- - tematic organization and welding to-- fore recommend that, to enable the; and producers as a class and
fields and thence into the valleys of
of the power derived from wa-- j President to invite foreign
govern-- ' sumers in other words,
by the
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
the Yukon and the Tanana. It would' promptly, and
the State De- trr within a radius of three or four ments to such a conference, to bej changes which, among other results,
through
be a great trunk line, and would be
partment the matter is being pressed rundred miles, I think it better that held at Washington or elsewhere, the have given rise to what is commonly
ar. opening up of Alaska by Governupon the attention of the Mexican the power of control should remain Congress provide an appropriation, called the trust problem. The large-iment capital.
the National Government than that not to exceed $20,000, to defray the; scale producing characteristic of mo-i- t
government.
Meantime, a report of
I am not in favor of Government tie
should be turned over to the states, expenses of preparation and of par-- ! dern industry, however, involves the
engineer in charge, together with
ownership where the same certainty a subsequent report upon this work by Under such a system the Federal t'cipation by the United States.
jone set of relations no less than the
and efficiency of service can be had a body of experts appointed by the government would have such direct
The numerous
Any interruption to the
investigations on other.
of the whole matter that the subject, official or other, already
by private enterprise, but I think the Secretary of the Interior, together
and peaceful relations between
jmal
of
are
conditions presented in Alaska
in various countries (such as
with an offer by the Southern Pacific any honest administration could
si ch a character as to warrant the Railroad to do the work at a certain iiy prevent the abuses which a mono- - Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
(Contlnue4 on Page Seven.)
Horse
Remov- Government, for the purpose of enof that
couraging the development
New Mexico.
vast and remarkable territory, to
I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai build and own a trunk line railroad,
Rapids, la., to EI Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am which it can lease on terms which
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15 may be varied and changed to meet
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with the growing prosperity and developall stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood ment of the Territory.
There is nothing in the history of
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please the United States which affords such
just reason for criticism as the fail-- !
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
ure of the Federal Government to exVV. DeCLOW.
the benefit of its fostering care
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la tend
to the Territory of Alaska.
There;
I have
I
a
secured
rate
can
which
recently
special
by express by
ship was a time, of course, when Alaska;
I
lower
ever
at
can ship jacks from Cedar Rapbefore.
rates than
jacks
was regarded as so far removed intoi
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
the Arctic Ocean as to make any de- each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
vtlopment of it practically impossible,;
but for years the facts have been!
known to those who have been re-- .
sponsible for its government, and
everyone who has given the subject
the slightest consideration has been
aware of the wonderful possibilities,
in its growth and development if onlyj
I
I I
i
capital were invested there and a
coed eoveinment nut over it. I think
(From New Mexican of February 2, 1S87).
me t Itncu oloivo
u, t.n.v .v..,
The jolliest entertainment of the a bill for the protection of wives and to Alaska,
and to the people who
The bill provides that any have gone there, to take an exception-- ;
season was given at Catron's hall families.
shall treat his wife with a', step and to build a railroad that1
last night by the ladies of the Guild person who
or violence or shall abandon si all open the treasures of Alaska
cruelty
of the Church of the Holy Faith. A his wife or
family or leave her or them to the Pacific and to the people who
large company was present and the without sufficient support shall be live along that ocean on our western
net receipts amounted to about $160. punished by imprisonment in the Pen- ccast.
The construction of a railPractically the entire New Mexican itentiary. It is a move in the right road and ownership of the fee do
was filled with the opinion of the direction and the bill should become not necessitate Government
opera-- :
Supreme Court in the
law.
It is about time that the rights tion.
however, to the recPursuant,
case involving the district attor- of women were recognized in New ommendation of the
Secretary of the
neyship in the Third Judicial dist- Mexico."
Interior, I suggest to Congress the
rict.
v.'isdom of providing that the Presi
Editorials.
"There is a little lobby on hand in- dent may appoint a commission ofi
"The legislature has taught Govern- tent on defeating the quarantine law.
two!
including
or Ross some lessons already, and The cattle growers of New Mexico competent persons,
to examine and report'
engineers,
aimy
he will be taught a few more.
He had best he on the look out. The lobby
upon the available routes for a rail-will know more than he does now here is in the interest of some Texas road from Seward to the Matanuska
when the session is over."
and foreign cattle owners who want ccal fields and into the Tanana and
to flood New Mexico with Texas
air-tig- ht
Yukon valleys, with an estimate of
"Hon. Pedro Sanchez has introduced
the value of the existing partially constructed railroad and of the cost of
continuing the railroad to the proper
COTCH WILL MEET PLESTINA
This
points in the valleys named.
IN SICKNESSJNO
HEALTH
TOMORROW NIGHT.
proposal is further justified by the
need that the Navy of the United
He Has No Idea of Giving Up Cham- Vinol Has Kept Her Strong and Ac States has for a secure coaling base
tive For Years.
pionship Honors Except to an
in the North Pacific.
The commis- Let us not forget the old people all sion ought to make a full report also
American.
'
around us whose strength is failing as to the character of the coal "fields
to
Leased
New
and
Wire
whose steps are growing feeble. at
Mexican)
(By Special
Matanuska, and the problem'of
Chicago, 111., Feb. 2. Frank Got eh,
It is a positive fact that their
coal from that source for mernishing
arworld's
the
champion wrestler,
strength can be greatly renewed and cantile purposes after reserving for
rived in Chicago last night for his years of comfort added to their lives
Government mining a sufficient quanmatch with Plestina.
by the use of our delicious cod liver
I
j
The champion will try to dispose of and iron remedy without oil, Vinol. tity for the Nary.
I
have
to
recommended
already
his opponent twice in thirty minutes
Mrs. Francis Naumanu of Milwaubefore the Illinois Athletic Club
kee, Wis., says: "I have been using Congress the establishment of a form
inol for the last seven years and I of commission government for Alaska.
night.
This will be the first appearance of believe it to be the greatest strength The Territory is too extended, its
too varied, and its distance
Gotch here since his tussie with
giver ever known. I am 68 years old needs are
on Labor Day.
He said and Vinol has helped me in sickness fiom Washington too remote to enup with its
hist night that he had no intention and health.
I always have it in the able Congress to keep
of giving away his title and that when house and can, recommend it to ev- necessities in the matter of legislation of local character.
he did lose it he wanted to lose to erybody most heartily."
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
The governor of Alaska in his rean American.
Vinol invigorates and builds up old
of
which
the
accompanies that
people and all run down, weak per- port,
Fair Weather. It is to be fair and sons, because it contains just the Secretary of the Interior, points out
warer tomorrow. The maximum shade needed elements to make the blood certain laws that ought to be adopted,
temperature yesterday was 43 de- rich and pure, to create strength and and emphasizes what I have said as
grees, the maximum sun temperature aid the appetite. We guarantee Vinol to the immediate need for a govern71 degrees. The minimum last night to satisfy you perfectly.
The Capital ment of much wider powers than now
exists there, if it can be said to have
was 20 degrees.
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.
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its Cooks and

(Loutolieiie
To mention the South is to suggest "good cooking." The South
is, the home of Cottolene, and more
of the product is used there in proportion to the population than in
any other part of the country. This
is simply because Southerners know
that cotton oil is a pure, vegetable
product, and the best cooking fat
known. Cottolene is made from
choice, refined cotton oil, and packed

in sealed,
tin pails to insure
its cleanliness and freshness.

Why take chances with lard and
inferior imitations when you can
get Cottolene the original cotton
oil cooking fat and still the best,
most healthful, most economical in
the market?

Cottolene will aid your cook to

make a reputation.

"Nature's Gift from the Sunny South"
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COST OF LIVING.

wide in its scope. In viewr of the re- READING AGAIN SURPRISED
of short lines put out recently in the
sults that have followed the
WALL STREET TODAY. belief that the rise in this stocti had
of the Federal Government
gone too far.
in education, agriculture and in other Its Strength While Other Railroad SeBusiness contracted eonsid? rably in
fields which do not lie primarily with- curities Are Lagging, Is Still
the second hour, but there was a
in the field of Federal legislation,
Unexplained.
steady improvement in val'ie. Vnited
there can be no serious argument j
States Steel and Heading rallied a
afi.iinsl proprie y or wsdom of an in- tB.v- Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) point from the low figures and I'nion
New York, Feb. 2. Speculation on
quiiy by the Federal Government into
Pacific 1
Some issues, including
general conditions of abor in the the stock market, settled down to a Lehigh Valley, New York Central and
more
sobe'
this
pace
Fnited States, notwithstanding the
morning after American Smelting showed a lagging
The tendency.
fact that some of the remedies will lie a few days of unusual activity.
wilh the separate states, or even en- - vigorous rise which was in progress
Bonds were steady.
when the market closed yesterday
The market cloned steady. Profits
tirely outside the sphere of govern- was
a
continued
for
time, but the de- were taken late in the day and the
mental activit
in the hands of pri- vate individuals and of voluntary ag- mand soon fell off and trading became market declined.
encies. One legitimate object of such dull 011 a lower level. Reading again
an official investigation and report is puzzled traders by its unexplained
Love's Renunciation a drama well
which lead to heavy covering worth seeinf.
to enlighten
and inform
public strength
opinion, which of i If will often induce or compel the reform of unjust
conditions or the abatement of unreasonable demands.
The special investigations that have
been made of recent industrial conditions, whether private or official,
f'tve been fragmentary, incomplete,
and at best only partially representaSince the Ooverniiiont authorities have begun in "Konnd
tive or typical. Their lessons, neverVp" a!
few of tile men who have so lone- brought odium
theless, are important, and until someupon the name ol'j
and adequate
thing comprehensive
honest labor, 1 have, heen urged ,y sonic editor!! to
pnbliclv define thoj
is available they serve a useful purreasons lor mv seven years" newspaper campaign on the tyrannies!
pose, and they will necessarily conof many Labor Unions.
tinue to be made. But unquestionably
Some men endow colleges. Others build libraries.
the time is now ripe for a searching
Hoth educational.
inquiry into the subject of industrial
relations which shall be official, aupreferred to devote to newspapers my contribution toward eduthoritative, balanced, and well round-eu- , cation,
warning the people to protect themselves against the greate.-- t.
such as only the Federal Government can successfully undertake. The most tyrannical and dangerous trust this country has even seen.
P'esent widespread interest in the
Especially insidious and dangerous, because its inner plans were
not understood by the average citizen who. seeing no immediate Slavonsubject makes this an opportune
time for an investigation, which in ic himself,
peacefully followed his own pursuits and lilindlv allowed
any event can not long be postponed.
the
Labor Leaders (?) to weave their web stronger as
It should be nonpartisan, comprehentime went on. Xot one w ord in my cut in;
sive, thorough, patient, and courag-ecus- .
campaign has been uttered
against peaceful trade associations.
There is already available much
I have
only tried to defend the several million honest and
irformation on certain aspects of the
workmen who protest against the bullying and abuses of those
in
of
the
the
Federal
subject
reports
in power.
and State Bureaus of Labor and in
Xo one seemed to sympathize with the few thousand widows
other official and unofficial publications.
One essential part of the proand orphans of men murdered while faithfully trying to earn a
living
posed inquiry would naturally be to
under Od's permission but against the "orders" of the "Labor Trust."'
and
this
assemble, digest,
interpret
So 1 tried to present their cause from time to time.
formation so far as it bears upon
The healthy average common citizen is perhaps deserving of at
our present industrial conditions. In
least some of the inconvenience and loss put on him from strikes and
addition to this the commission could
inquire into the general conditions of
other labor leaders' tyranny as a reward for his indifference.
labor in our principal industries, into
I knew
years ago that the plan of this big labor trust was to
the existing relations between
emultimately
gain control over every workman, clerk, and employe, in the
inin those
ployers and employees
U. S., including farm hands and government employees .
dustries, into the various methods
which have been tried for maintainThis has heen partly accomplished in some localities; then folrelations
ing mutually satisfactory
lowed acts which clearly show the intent .
between employers and employees
First, to harvest initiation fees, sometimes up to fcino.iio each to
and for avoiding or adjusting trade
"join the union."
disputes, and into the scope, methods and resources of Federal and
monthly dues.
Say '.."iHO.dii a month 111 it (own Willi
Htate Bureaus
of Labor and the
10,000 "members' at : cents each.
methods by which they might more
Next, "fines" assessed front some infraction of 'rules.''
adequately meet the responsibilities
Then the lash of the slave driver came forth.,- Orders to strike;
which, through the work of the com
what to buy; what not to buy; how to vote; when to
mission above recommended,
would
parad (to show
be more clearly brought to light and
d
power); and to contribute from the
pay envelope for strike
defined.
benefits to other men forced into idleness pending
negotiations between
Misbranding Imported Goods.
crooked leaders (?) and crooked employers who hire said leaders to call
in
is
to
called
the
My attention
strikes on competitive jobs, thus making the workmen tools,
Tept idle
justice which is done in this coun
try by the sale of articles in the trade while the chiefs scrap for control or bribe money.
One of the hardest strokes of the lash is the
purporting to be made in Ireland,
money forced from
when they are not so made, and it is
members to defend dynamiters, sluggers and murderers when caught.
suggested that the justice of the enBut let an honest workman, who, perchance, litis been driven into
actment of a law which, so far as the
"the
union" dare to disobey one of these "orders" and he is
taught
jurisdiction of the Federal Governa lesson through the slugging or dynamiting committees.
ment can go, would prevent a continuance of this misrepresentation to
The slavery of the honest American workingnian is
pitiable when
the public and fraud upon those who "closed shop" full control is obtained
the tyrannical leaders.
by
use
are entitled to
the statement in
Xow, observe the plan of this gang to govern' men and affairs.
the sale of their goods. I tbinfc it to
"Organize" every trade. Insist on closed shop. Then use the pobe greatly in the interest of fair dealwer of numbers to induce government officials to
ing, which ought always to be enpermit organizing
all government employes.
couraged by law, for Congress to enSome of the oaths defining that the union
a
act law making it a misdemeanor,
rules shall "precede Church, State and Family."
punishable by fine or imprisonment,
Then force Congressmen to pass
laws to prevent
to use the mails or to put into intercourts from stopping proposed outrages.
state commerce any articles of merForce merchants to hire only "union" clerks and sell only "label'
chandise which bear upon their face
a statement that they
have been goods. Tse union funds to
support slugging and dynamiting crews
manufactured in some
particular to drive back the
protesting ones or "remove" them.
country when the fact is otherwise.
Of eoure, in carrying out the
plan for complete control by the
Bui'ldjng for Public Archives.
I can not close this message with
gang, some were caught .
out inviting the attention of Congress
Whenever openly exposed the men "higher
up" immediately begin
again to the necessity for the erecto assess members to protect the criminals and
always rush into print
tion of a building to contain the pubwith loud cries and much mock sentiment about "the brotherhood of
lic archives.
The unsatisfactory distribution of records, the lack of any man"' and the "defense of the wage worker," with such play upon
the sympathy of the people they cover their own
proper index or guide to their congreed for fees and
insane desire to read their names in the papers.
tents, is well known to those familiar
with the needs of the Government in
It would be hard to convince the widows of the twenty-on- e
murthis Capital. The land has been purdered men in the Los Angeles tragedy, and hundreds of others, that
chased and nothing remains now but
the erection of a proper building. I their husbands received much benefit from "the defense of the wage
transmit a letter written by Prof. J. workers," nor could they well understand such working of that partiFranklin Jameson, director of the decular brand of the "brotherhood of man" scheme.
partment of historical research of
Late events have stripped the lamb's coat from the body of the
the Carnegie Institution of Washing-ten- ,
in which he speaks upon this wolf and shown most clearly the lying deceit ami horrible portent underneath, which I have tried time and again to explain to the public.
subject as a member of a committee
Men who preferred to work and
appointed by the executive council of
support their families have been
the American Historical Association
waylaid.
Fingers chopped off, with the comforting assurance that "now
to bring the matter to the attention
you can set type if you will." Crow hart and heavy weights dropped on
of the President and Congress.
heads. Fathers beaten unconscious and many times crippled for life;
WM. H. TAFT.
The White House,
little homes blown up and many and many a corpse brought to the
activi-tiestie-

(Continued from Pago Six.)
employer and wage earner involves
I uuhl: uiM
Uluin uiiu lu man. maim
ublic disaster.
Such interruptions
liecome, therefore, quite as much a
matter of public concern as restraint
of trade or monopoly.
Industrial relations concern the public for a double reason.
We are directly interested in the maintenance
of peaceful and stable industrial conditions for the sake of our own comfort and
but society is
equally interested; in its sovereign
civic capacity, in seeing that our institutions are effectively maintaining
justice and fair dealing between classines of citizens whose economic
terests may seem to clash.
Railway
strikes on such a scale as has recently
been witnessed in France and in England, a strike of coal mine workers
such as we have more than once wit- ressed in this country, and such a
wholesale relinquishing of a public
service as that of the street cleaners
recently in New York, illustrate the
serious danger to public
and the inadequacy of the existing
social machinery
either to prevent
each occurrences or to adjust them
on any equitable and permanent basis
after they have arisen.
with
In spite of the frequency
which we are exposed to these dangers
and in spite of the absence of provision for dealing with them, we concontinue to assume with
fidence that in each new case, somehow or other, the parties to the dispute will find some solution which
"will be
greable to themselves and
consistent with the uubnc interest.
We all see the grave objections to
strikes anu lockouts, however necessary they may be in extreme cases;
and we are ready to criticize the more
extreme phases of the industrial conflict such as boycotts and blacklists;
but we leave the situation such that
industrial disputes lead inevitably to a
state of industrial war in which these
are the only weapons left to the two
combatants. Xo more clumsy or exthe
pensive method
rate of wages and the hours and conditions of labor could well be devised.
The successful operation of the
Act as between interstate railshows
roads and their employees
how much good can be done by proper legislation.
At the moment when the discomforts and dangers incident to industrial strife are actually felt by the
public there is usually an outcry for
the, establishment of some tribunal
for the immediate settlement of the
particular dispute. But what is needed is some system, devised by patient
and deliberate study in advance, that
occurwill meet thesei constantly
ring and clearly forseeable emergencies
not a makeshift to tide over
an existing crisis.
Not during the
rainstorm, but in fair weather should
the leaking roof be examined and rewell-bein-

well-bein- g

easy-goin-

g

Erd-ma-

paired.
The magnitude and complexity of
modern industrial disputes have put
upon some of our statutes and our
for adjusting
present mechanism
such differences where we can be
said to have any mechanism at all
a strain they were never intended
to bear and for which they are
What is urgently needed today is a reexamination of our laws
bearing upon the relations of employer and employee and a careful
and discriminating scrutiny of the
various plans which are being tried
in several of our own states and in
This would seem to
ether countries.
be the first natural step in bringing
about an adjustment of these relations
better suited to the newer conditions
of industry.
Numerous special investigations, ofrevealed
ficial and unofficial, have
conditions in more than one inddstry
which have immediately been recognized on all sides as entirely out of
American
harmony with accepted
It is probable that to a
standards.
great extent the remedies for these
conditions, so far as the remedies involve legislation, lie in the field of
State action; but such a comprehensive inquiry as is necessary to
a basis for intelligent action
must be undertaken on national
nation- must be
initiative and
fur-r.is- h

Jelly Roil Recipe
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j

j
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self-seeki-

law-abidi-

.e.t,

-

hard-earne-

Cerrillos road. They will remain in
the Capital during the session of the

legislature.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican 1
Chicago, 111.; Feb. 2. Wheat made
ar. excited upturn jump today of as
a bushel. Unusually
rr.uch as 1
light world shipments had led to urgent demand at Liverpool, Paris and
bher European centers and had
frightened shorts In Chicago. Besides
the receipts northwest of here were
under last year's figures. Strength
iu coarse grain was also a bull fac
to
tor. Opening figures were
higher. May started at 103 to
1
to 1
103, a rise of
and held firmly around 103
In corn the chief Influence was the
by wheat. Offerings
big advance
to
were light. May opened
and
to 69
un at 68
2

Baking Powder; grated rind of

1

lemon ; Segg beaten light; 1 cup sugar;
cup hot mit.i; glus of jelly; pov
dered sugar.
Beat the sugar into the eggs; add the
lemon rind, then the flour, sifted three
times with the salt and baking, powder;
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a buttered dripping pan; turn out on a damp
cloth, trim off the crisp edges; spread
with jelly and turn over and over into
a roll while still warm. Dredge the top steadied at 69c.
with powdered sugar.
Oats followed the ascent of other
Hot milk used in the jelly roll en- grain. May started
to
higher
of
without
be
to
rolled
ables it
danger
52 8 to 53 touched 52
at
milk
Have
the
scalding hot,
cracking.
rose to 53
also be careful to have the eggs and andProvisions
were strong in sympathy
beaten
until
very light
together
sugar
and creamy. Bake in a moderate oven. with grain. First sales were 2
lower to
with May 16.20 to
K C Jelly Roll is illustrated on page 16.22
for pork; 9.32 2 to 9.35 for
of the new and handsomely
thirty-tw- o
for ribs.
K C Cook's Book, lard and 8.72
illustrated
A. B. Fall and family are expected
which may be secured free by sending
to arrive from Three Rivers, Otero
the certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to the county, tomorrow when they will take
111.
Jaqubs Mfg. Co., Chicago,
possession of the Sloan bungalow on
c

8
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8

8

8

4

8
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2

2

57

2
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PS.

destitute family.
These are not "occasional cases."
Such crimes run literally into
the thousands, and judges and juries have been threatened with death,
bribed, and witnesses slugged or put out of the way.
In the government cases now pending the witnesses must be guarded from the agents of the "Labor Trust" with its tentacles reaching to
the most remote corners of our country.
Don't, permit yourself to be misled by the vaporings of sentimental,
drooling degenerates who assert that these murders are justified because
"society" has oppressed workingmen.
In no other country in the world are they paid as high, and as much
earnest effort devoted to their welfare . Xor is there as abundant opportunity in any other country in the world for workmen to gain fortunes.
Our great railroads and industries are largely headed by former
wage earners.
These murders are instigated by that class of men, always in evidence, who hate success. They coolv and cruelly plan and execute as
saults and murders to satisfy their own hate and show their power over
the slaves who dare protest. The nightly talk of strikes, given in many
a union meeting, develops the hate and murderous instinct which waits
only for opportunity to carry it out.
Take the Los Angeles case as an illustration.
The Tim ex had
withstood about 16 years of all kinds of attacks, not because its faithful employes were underpaid.
They received wages higher than the
union scale, but they refused to bow down and place themselves under
control of "the gang," hence they were persistently assailed and finally
21 were murdered. These men only asked to be let alone to support
their families, but union leaders determined to rule over them, hence
ihe murders.
of the leaders of the great "Labor Trust," the
The whole set-u- p
American Federation of Labor, points toward a diabolically adroit plan
to secure to those leaders complete control over their own members who
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Required
Only Two
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
This JeJIy Roll is fast becoming very
February 2, 1912.
popular on account of the way it keeps
fresh. With proper handling it should
keep fresh a whole week, providing it WHEAT MADE AN EXCITED
isn't eaten up in the tneantime, for it is
UPWARD JUMP.
33
every bit as good as it looks.

KC Jelly Roll
One cup sifted flour; scant half
salt; 2 level teaspootrfuls K C

NEW MEXICAN', S.VSTA

VSVWVVVVVVSAVV,V,
Relieves CATARRH of

Tin' color will be gray, "like
asoti.
ATI.
ihe enriv dawn." is McGraw's
have
(ion. The home uniform will
!':.
!a'her frip" on the colonial
a Til hack ground.
Tin- hosiery and
K
novel and attractive.
laps a

UNIFORM
LIKE EARLY DAWN.

National
League
Baseball Players to Rival That
of Solomon.
a'ire to New M. xie.'m)
(Hv Special l.e:i
New York. N. Y.. Feb. 2. Tile haberdasher..' of the New York National
l.tagtie Baseball players this summer will be more elaborate than lias
ever been worn by any baseball team
heretofore.
The home uniform is to
be of a soft velvety flannel of colonial
cream. The b aton holes will be
worked in silk thread, and the mouo-gr"N. Y." will he' also worked in
silk.
The road uniform
is to
be of stronger material
than last

Haberdashery cf

the

GLADDER

.1

-

I S&&mSsk Crises

in

f

Cameron Wants no Job.
Delegate llalph Cameron, of Arizo-1- ,
denied ilia: he will he appointed
I nitcd Simes
marshal of Arizona. "1
jam not a candidate for any appointment office; as soon as
retire from
into business
congress. I will
and will leave politics
he
alone,"

a

11

'said.

FOR RKNT Nicely furnished room.
Inquire New .Mexican.

Wanted
work.

A girl for general houseAddress X, New Mexican.

WANTKD

Uodd

ji'il Rooming House

plain cook. Capi- Dining Room.

jO. K. McC'LAIN.

dare not protest, and also over all other workmen. egilatoi-- . congressmen, merchants and the balance of citizens.
Think it over and you will co in part what the tvranny would
be if they were
permitted to completely curry out their plans.
Xow that the tacts are known the people can protect themselves by
refusing to do any act that would add power to this aggregation.
lieitieiuber. any act.
When their grip on the throat of honest labor is broken, working
men can either select better leaders, or join some of the
trade
organizat ion.
Wits not driven to write this series of articles bv reason of disSo troubles have ari.-e- n
agreement with my own thousand workmen.

I.

WANTKD Girl
work and cooking.
110 Manhattan

--

i,

MaFOR SALE Singer
Sewing
chine with latest attachments. New.
A bargain.
112 Marcy St.

FOR SALK Furniture, etc. Being
about to leave Santa Fe. I will dispose of furniture and household
goods. Can be seen at house at head
of Washington street.
CHAS K. M cCH ESXEYS.

between

us.
They have had

for general house
Apply Mrs. Forn-ofavenue.

weeks a year steady work for many years,
ROOMS FOTv KENT One, three,
class, receiving the best wages in Michigan or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
for like service, and protected from the freotient onslaughts of these for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
"Labor Leaders" ( ?).
Large, handsome dining room, excepnice and well suited for
Mr. 'Jumpers has repeatedly announced in
tionally
1
to
that
public
sought
boarders.
all
of labor.

are

contented,

a

destroy
This

lifty-tw- o

high-gra-

de

organizations
with his regular habit of distorting facts. I have
for a lone- time been a member of the National Association of Stationary
Lngneers and the .National Trades and Workers Association. Thcs-ar- e
e
and peaceful organizations which negotiate their trade
agreements legally, with peace and honor.
I
have given to the Trades and Workers Association a
0
home for iheir old members in furtherance of an honest desire
to help solve this most important industrial
ipiestion.
In addition.
have offered to contribute a
tpiarter of a million dollars cash to help along a working-man'movement, as defined in a
letter sent .Mr. (lumpers, Dec. 11th,
(
.
'opv herewith.
is in line

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nen
Ribbons and
platens furnished.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a'"i rented. Standard makes handlei
All repair work and typewrite8 guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-- r
tin nee.
Vhone 231.
suy-plie-

non-strik-

$100.-000.0-

DRIEST JANUARY ON RECORD
IN FORTY YEARS.

The driesl January on record and
aiso one of the sunshiniest, that is
Gompers, Pres.,
the record that the last month niadi
at the Weather Bureau. There was
Dear Sir:
one day with less than 5a per
Press reports indicate that, you are greatly depressed and harassed by only
cent of sunshine and even on that
fear and the disrepute brought on your Federation.
day the sunshine percentage was 21.
The query has arisen whether you are big enough to sense the move- There
were eleven days with 100 per
ment of a great Power which guides humanity, and to conclude that the cent of
sunshine and five more days
time has arrived when "Labor" should be honestly represented instead
more than 90 per cent. The
vith
of misrepresented.
were 12 to 14 degrees
first ten
If the thought of truthful and earnest effort, has come, and you honestly below thedays
normal temperature, while
desire better conditions for the wage earners, may I tender to you an the warmest
was January 25,
invitation to come out to Ualtle Creek for a conference with the President with a mean ofday42 degrees
or 13 deof the Trades and Workers Association, Mr. J. W. Bryce?
grees above the normal.
If you will permit it, your expenses will be paid from the time you
The maximum temperature in the
leave Washington until yon return.
on January 2C,
shade was 54
You will be put up at the Sanitarium for a week or ten days' rest and and the lowest degrees
4 degrees on January
freedom from worry, enlisted under the banner of the National Trades and 2.
The
daily range was 22
Workers Association, free from strikes, slugging, picketing, fines, dynamit- and the greatest,
least 14 degrees on January
ing and murder.
Since New Year, there has been
Belonging to the American Federation of Labor are hunderds of thou- an excess of 1ft degrees in temperasands of
and
workingmen who are members ture. The
was only .03
undo pressure, and who deplore the tactics you and your associates have of an inch precipitation
during the entire month
forced upon them.
and the greatest precipitation during
weeks in the year and do not any 24 consecutive hours one fiftieth
They want steady employment fifty-twrelish being forced by strikes into idleness pending the "negotiations" h 1. an inch. The ilefieiencv for the
tween crooked labor leaders seeking bribes, and crooked employers whojmontn
js jg 0f an jnch- xne prevail-hir- e
said leaders to call strikes on competitive jobs, thus making the!il;g direction of the wind was from
workingmen tools kept idle while the chiefs scrap for control or bribejtne nonheast, the total movement
money.
i7471 miles, an average velocity of 10
You will perhaps reject this proposal, believeing that strikes are
was
an h0r The maximum
a:mjes
ot
nut the new way 35 miles per hour from the north on
necessary weapon to preserve the rights
workingmen.
has been in very successful operation over two years and found to have
January 3. Only one day was clasmore power than the old way.
sed as cloudy, 0 as partly cloudy and
The Honorable Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, The National CI as cletr. The mean relative humiAssociation of Stationary Engineers and the National Trades and Workers
!
dity at t! a. m. was 53 per cent,
Association perfect trade agreements without strikes, secure the highest
The mean map. 111. 58 per cent.
wages and yet preserve the respect and esteem of employers and of ximum temperature was 40.6 degrees
the members themselves.
and the meean minimum 17 degrees.
Workingmen are aroused to resentment from being forced to contribute The mean atmospheric pressure was
from their hard earned pay envelopes to defend known sluggers and 30 14, the
highest 30.49 on January 4,
murderers, and to being fined for not obeying the orders of leaders when and the lowest 29.61 on January 7.
they know those leaders are simply using them to insure complete dominion over the daily lives of the American workingnian.
BOOZE FIGHTERS TO BE
He seeks to maintain his position as an honest, peaceful citizen and
MAYOR GAYNOR'S NEIGHBORS.
not to be forced to affiliate with and support thugs and murderers.
I
have only sincere and open denunciation for the past (Bv Kppota! rPnwPt1 "Vtit- to Npw Mexlcan
Personally,
methods of you and your associates. Nevertheless, if you are ready to join
New York. N. Y., Feb. 2. A remote
in an earnest and truthful step forward for your members and will accept section on Northern Long Island is
this invitation in the spirit in which it is given, you will be most wel to be the sobering up locality f4rNew
come, and will be treated with the greatest consideration we are capable York's inebriates if a recommenda- of,. and in addition I will agree to contribute a quarter million dollars tion made by the Board of Inebriety
j to
in cash to the new movement.
tne City p,oar(1 ot Estimates is
1 ne 1 raues anu
vt umers now nave a
spienuiu 4'iu,iiuu.iio mime to cai e adopted. For he proposed farm to
for their indigent members, and witn tne auuition ot tne members ot the which the too free users of alcoholic
American Federation of Labor and its endowment we can merit the sup- stimulants may be committed under a
port of the public, all working for the new day of peace with honor in the recent enactment, the city is request
industrial field.
ed to buy 520 acres 01 land at Smith- Yours very truly,
town, L. I., near Mayor Gaynor's
C. W. POST.
tor
country place. The city plans
Xo reply has been received. It seems evident the present Leaders spend about $850,000 on the project.
will not accept any offer of industrial peace, which takes from them
NOTICE.
the fees, control of workmen, and curbs their trust methods.
The undersigned, administratrix of
When any combination either by Capital or Labor goes ontsith
the estate of the late Jose de la Cruz
its own business and attempts to oppress, tyrannize, or forcibly dictate Pino, hereby
gives notice to all per
and thereby "restrains trade'' it becomes dangerous and should be sons indebted to said estate to pay
sr.me to me, and to those who may
prosecuted.
have claims against said estate to
Talk about restraint of trade!
same within the time and
All the capital trusts in this cotptry couldn't bring about a present
in the manner prescribed by the law
moin
minus fraction of the loss, inconvenience, misery and crime set
at the office of Benjamin M. Read,
tion by strike conspirators.
Santa Fe, N. M., attorney for the esg
The time has come, whejn every
jpatriotitf citizen tate.
FILOMENA PINO A LA RID,
should speak in most unmistakable terms, if liberty is to be preserved.
Administratrix.
Write President Taft asking when he will apply the law to the
Labor Trusts as well as the Capital Trusts.
Then write your members of Congress, telling them clearly that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
you will expect them to protect yourself and other common, everyday Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
citizens by voting down the bills these Labor Trusts leaders are pressMr.

Samuel

December 11th,
Federation of Labor.
Washington, D. C.

American

11)11.

&

g

-

o

-

at-(-

j

home-ownni-

ing to give them more control.
One is a bill to prevent courts front issuing restraining orders to
stop proposed acts of violence in strikes. Another is to allow labor
leaders to restrain trade without, being subject to the law.
You are one of a tremendous majority but you must tell your
public officials your needs . Then they can act in your defense .
Then epiestion candidates and don't accept any equivocal answers.
Insist the trade organizations can be peacefully conducted and
that no laws be enacted giving leaders arbitrary control over the masses.
A few of the facts are now known and have been proven true.
Many more will follow as the government investigation proceeds. Will
you be patriotic and painstaking enough to write, talk and vote for your
own safety?
My work in the way of public and expensive paid announcements
on this subject is done.
There's a Reason,
C. W. TOST.

January 11, 1012.
Crpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Fred

Clokey, of Olorieta, N. M., who, on
2, 1906, made homestead
No.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
SE1-4- ,
Sec. 4, T. 15 N., and SE
Section 33, Township 16 N., Range 11
E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
ibove described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe. N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,

June
9492-0740-

4

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
U. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Cap
los Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all ot
Glorleta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
55"!-y-

T

Register
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the GENERAL MANUEL BONILWA
The Clarendon Gardens have ar- money, but it will encourage
PRESIDENT OF HONDURAS.
ranged to have real swell flowers lor merchants to make special drives and
St. Valentine Day, February 14, and place upon their counters bargains
Mexican i
flowers do make nifty Valentines.
that, white they may not be profitable (P" RpeeiM T,ensert Wire tn New
San Salvador, Republic of Salvador,
Stop in at Zook's anytime. They'll ij themselves, still they stimulate
Feb. 2. General Manuel Bonilla asbe glad to demonstrate any Perfume.
and are splendid
of Honduras
sumed the Presidency
White rlaver Given Two Years.
Samuel Schlechter was sentenced
yesterday.
ti two years in the penitentiary at SANTA FE FIGHTS
Denver under the federal White Slave
LEMON
RATE REDUCTION. PARIS CONTRACTS FOR
Act. The judge said he would have
$2,000,000 IN GOLD BARS.
!
Seek to Justify
given him five years but tor his fa- Express Companies
Their Charges Before Interstate
mily.
(Bv Special T.iasefl Wire to New Mexican
New York, N. Y., Feb. 2 An enWHEN UP THE STUMP CALL US UP
Commission.
at
Elks.
the
Program
Tonight's
gagement of $2,000,000 in gold bars
"Loves
"The Long
Renunciation,"
HELP YOU DOWN BY SUGGESTING SOMETHING GOOD
AND
Road," "The Rise and Fall of Weary (Bv Special Leased Wire tn New Mexican) was made at the assay office today
is the
Washington, D. C. Feb. 2. The for shipment to Paris.
Willie." Best yet.
second exportation of gold for EuTHAT WILL APPEAL TO YOUR APPETITE.
It is not necessary to slight that Santa Fe and other
two years
Sunlay dinner. Go to the Plaza mar- lines today petitioned the Commerce rope in nearly
!
ket and get the right kind of meats Court for an
injunction against the
FOR SALE,
and have them cut as you want,
Interstate Commerce Commission's
: : 25c.
9 Cans 2 1 2 lbs. Standard Tomatoes,
8 lbs. Root Vegetables, Assorted,
$1.00
them.
The First National Bank of Santa
order reducing rates on lemons from
:
: : : :
13 Cans 10c Milk,
Second Death In Watrous Wreck.
: : : 25c, 35c and 45c
$100
Oranges,
California to all points in the United Fe offers for sale the building
per doz.
Fireman W. M. Krites died of the State
by it as a banking house .
from $1.15
per hundred
injuries received in the wreck at Wa- pounds to $1.00. The court will hear possession given as soon as the baLK
trous, and two of the other trainmen argument on Monday.
moves into its new Duilding.
are reported to be very low.
Rate
Price, $15,000 $3,000 down, and
Express
Hearing
A new line of
at D. S.
D. C, Feb. 2. Efforts balance in five annual payments ot
Washington,
See advertisement on page
$2,000 each, secured by a mortgage
If you have any second hand were begun today by the Express on
i
the premises sold. Notes to be
signed articles for a ten round fight eight.
on Ex
the
at
Companies
hearing
are
the
or
dinners
to
want
Why
Sunday
usually
buy any
at Soulh Bend, Indiana, on February goods for sale
with interest at six per cent
given
before
Interstate
rates
the
press
best?
M. The men agree to weigh
136 Lowitzki is the man.
to justify per annum, payable
Commerce
Commission
Eight Saloons Closed. The police
pounds at 3 o'clock.
because of the expense This offer will stand open ten days
board at Denver has ordered eight existing rates
from date. Santa Fe, N. M., January
of handling, transportation and
J
masaloons
closed for operating slot
!Sfc
24, 1912.
chines. Tsvo wine room houses were
THE DSILY ROUND UP.
I
ordered not to admit women without
escorts. No drinks are to be served
after midnight or during the day unless a meal is ordered.
WEATHER FORECAST.
The Rise and Fall of Weary Willie,
ColoDenver, Lolo., r eb. 2.
a comedy that will make all laugh.;
Make the Best
rado Tonight generally fair,
F'.s at the Elks tonight.
e wept local snow and colder in
Sae change of advertisement of
north central portion; Satur- Frank M. Jones too. He has changed:
day generally fair.
his advertisement as well as his of-New Mexico-Tonigfair,
fice. Now in the Capital City Bank
All Varieties to be Had at the CLARENDON GARDEN.
with rising temperature in the
Building.
southeast portion; Saturday
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Because the better the day the betPhone Black 12.
Story Telling Hour Tomorrow af-- j
S fair.
icrnoon, in tne asseniuly room at
ter the meal!
Library, between the hours of j
New Crop. D. M. Ferry's seeds have three and four, stories will be told to
children.
The story telling hours of
Meats for Sunday Dinners arrived at GOEBELS'.
Dance at the Palace There will be the past two weeks have been hugely
a dance at the Palace hotel Saturday
enjoyed by the youngsters who at- T T is real economy
tended.
There is no charge for ad-- j
night.
first-clas- s
See it Tonight at the Elks, " The mission.
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GREEN TAG SALE
BS3ES35351

ursday, Feb. 1st to

onday, Feb. 2th
A

EVERY STITCH

BARGAIN

for the GREEN TAG SALE and get your full share
WATCH the good clothes of Hart, Schaffner & Marx, the best line in
the City, best in the State and the very best in the country. Spring Clothing is on the road, we need room, and this store does not deal in " Carry Overs." This is our
OUT

!

Y

season for the sale. We have GREEN-TAGGEthe garments that the great cut in price can be
seen at once. This is nothing but a fair, square, open and aboveboard Clearance Sale.
D

Early Buyers Will

Fare Best

$32.50 Suits
27.50
25.00 44
22.50

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

44

for $27.50
22.00
20.00

$27.50 Overcoats
25.00
22.50
17.50
27.50 Raincoat
$25.00 Raincoat . . for $20.00
44

44

44

44

44

NATHAN

for $22.50
20.00
44

44

17.50

44

22.50

